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Abstract
The ribosome is among the most ancient, intricate and well studied macromolecular complexes in biology. Predating
the earliest divergence of life, its core molecular structure has remained mostly unchanged for more than three billion
years. In stark contrast to its monolithic ancestor, the mitochondrial ribosome represents one of the most architecturally
diverse protein complexes investigated. This work is an attempt at reconciling these two paradigms. In this thesis I first
briefly cover the evolutionary history of the mitochondrial ribosome: from its ancient origins, through the process of
Eukaryogenesis and the development of mitochondria, to its current state. Following this I present a comprehensive and
integrated comparative analysis of the current mitoribosomal structures. Using these structural observations as a starting
point I then summarise the current knowledge regarding the evolutionary trends of mitochondrial ribosomes. Finally I
review and discuss potential genetic mechanisms and evolutionary pressures which could have produced such a vibrant
diversity of structures. Together with this analysis I present monosome structures from the ciliate Tetrahymena thermophila
and chlorophycean Polytomella magna together with an assembly intermediate of the large subunit from Trypanosoma
brucei. Together, I hope to demonstrate the impact of the unique mitochondrial environment on the evolution of the
mitochondrial ribosome.
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Preface
I have divided my thesis into two distinct halves. The first part, “The
origin of the mitochondrial ribosome”, is dedicated to outlining the
current knowledge, views and ideas regarding the process which has
led to the existence of a mitochondrial ribosome, from this point on
referred to as a mitoribosome. This first section begins with
outlining the highly speculative origins of the bacterial ribosome.
This is followed by an overview of the endosymbiotic theory and the
effects of such an event on both the host, a pre-mitochondrial
endosymbiont. The process by which the endosymbiont transitions
to an organelle is then outlined together with the result of this
specialisation on mitochondrial genomes.

These initial chapters are intended to lay the foundation for the
discussion in the second half of this thesis, “The evolution of the
mitochondrial ribosome”. There, I discuss the structural variation
and trends of mitoribosomes in a more targeted manner, illustrating
their similarities and differences from a structural perspective. This
comparative analysis is intended to further support the final
discussion where, on the basis of the presented data, I then attempt
to create a generalised overview of the evolution of the
mitoribosome. I finalise with a description of the questions I believe
this work raises and suggestions for further study.

Finally I provide a list of the publications included in this thesis and
try to explain not only their main findings but also the environment
in which the projects were conceptualised. I do this so that a reader,
in a manner complementary to the published work, can understand
what I as an author consider to be the value provided by these
publications.

Certain concessions have been made in order to keep this document
to a manageable length. The critical reader will specifically note a
distinct lack of background on the methodology of cryo electron
microscopy data collection and processing, as well as the process of
structural biology model generation, validation and interpretation.
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The reasoning behind this exclusion is two-fold; first of all, while I
have utilised cryo electron microscopy as my principal avenue of
inquiry and consider myself, perhaps naively, able to leverage the
method, I would not consider myself an authority nor an educator on
the matter. I therefore opt to leave that responsibility to those better
suited. Furthermore, the reader will not find any overview nor any
discussion regarding the function of ribosomes or their mechanism
of protein synthesis. I have chosen to omit this normally central
topic as I found it, frankly, mostly irrelevant to the core of my work.
I instead dedicate the majority of my attention in discussing
potential nonadaptive forces on the evolution of the mitoribosome
which are per definition separate from its “function”.

Finally I would like to stress that the nature of this work is
completely structural. All data included and interpreted in this thesis
in some way directly relates to the three dimensional structures of
protein complexes. As such I will assume the reader to be at least
somewhat familiar with the structure of the bacterial ribosome and
the composition of its ribosomal rRNA. I would also like to stress
that there exists a fundamental limitation for communicating three-
dimensional spatial data in written form or through illustrations on a
printed page. If a picture says a thousand words a structure should
say at least a million. I implore the reader to, if at all possible,
consult and compare the structures first hand.

Best,
Victor
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Part I: The origin of the mitochondrial ribosome
Most definitions of life require at least a limited replication or propagation of
the self. For all known life, such replication necessitates a continuous
sourcing, conversion and organisation of the amino acids, lipids and
carbohydrates which constitute the living cell. In order to support these
intricate processes all organisms utilise proteins, polypeptides with structures
carefully tuned to fulfill specific and coordinated functions. The continued
production of these proteins is central to all processes dependent upon
them. This task of protein synthesis is carried out by the ribosome, a
macromolecular complex of protein and RNA. Therefore, in a wonderful and
paradoxical manner, every biological process in the cell, including the
production of ribosomes themselves, is directly or indirectly dependent on
ribosomes. This leads to the equal parts improper and humorous conclusion
that all of biology, and to an extent life itself, is only a side effect of making
ribosomes.

Chapter I: The monolithic ribosome
Perhaps the most striking example of translation's central role in biology is
the universal conservation of its components. While many structures in
biology are widely conserved, few are universally so, and none rivals the
complexity of the ribosome. As one of the most ancient components of life it
is also perhaps the most central, with every cellular process directly
dependent on its continued function.

Life and the ribosome
To put the age of the ribosome into perspective, the earliest point at which
possible prebiotic chemistry could have developed is limited by the moon-
forming impact, occurring 4.5 billion years ago5,6 (Ga). The high temperatures
generated from this impact would have instantly vaporised any liquid water on the
young Earth and prevented the accumulation of complex organic molecules for
millions of years. Current estimates for the latest possible last universal common
ancestor of cellular life (LUCA) ranges between 3.8-3.4 Ga as supported by
microfossil evidence7. Based on molecular clock models the earliest divergence of
bacterial lineages are also estimated to have occurred around 3.8-3.5 Ga8, placing
the divergence of Archaea and bacteria millions of years prior. This leaves a span
of 500 Ma from ~ 4.2-3.6 Ga during which the origins of life occurred and the
ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs), proteins, modifying enzymes, and assembly factors
developed. The age of the ribosome rivals the oldest minerals on Earth.
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From a biological perspective, the age of the ribosome can be seen in the
unparalleled conservation of its components, and demonstrated by a conceptual
“universal gene set of life”. Such a set would contain genes shared between every
living organism which can be traced back to genes present in the LUCA. One
such early attempt, based on comparative genomics of the first 100 genomes
sequenced, was presented by Koonin9. It identifies 63 ubiquitous protein coding
genes, shared between all living organisms. Out of these, 30 encode ribosomal
proteins and another 28 were directly associated with translation, including
aminoacyl-tRNA-synthases, translation factors and (rRNA) modifying enzymes.
While the exact biology of the LUCA is debated10, we can be confident that it
had a ribosome closely reminiscent of those in extant organisms. Put in another
way, the antiquity, conservation and complexity of the ribosome is by itself one
of the strongest arguments for a LUCA being present.

Another aspect reflecting the centrality of the ribosome is the significant cellular
resources that are invested in translation. As a reference, Escherichia coli

undergoing slow growth in minimal media dedicates 40 % of its total RNA
synthesis to rRNA, maintaining roughly 8000 ribosomes which constitutes about
8 % of the dry cell mass. In rich media where growth reaches its maximum rate,
the number of ribosomes per cell increases by a factor of 10, the ribosomal mass
ratio to 20 % and the total fraction of rRNA synthesis increases to over 90 %11.
The density and distribution of ribosomes have also been directly imaged through
electron cryo tomography in Spiroplasma melliferum showing roughly
5 % of the total cell volume taken up by ribosomes12. Finally, ribosome
footprinting experiments reveal 40 % of translated bacterial messenger RNAs
(mRNAs) to encode proteins involved in translation, illustrating that the principal
function of the ribosome is to make more ribosomes.

Due to its ubiquitous presence in all living cells, the origins and evolution of the
ribosome becomes a central evolutionary question, not only for translation,
but for all of biology. In his work from 1987, Carl Woese13 discusses the role of
rRNAs as “ultimate molecular chronometers” forming the basis for the proposal
of the three kingdoms of life three years later14. As briefly discussed in the next
chapter, this proposed phylogeny has since been revised; however, the central role
of the ribosome in elucidating distant evolutionary relationships is clear.
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A possible origin of the ribosome
Despite its pivotal role in evolution, the history of the ribosome preceding LUCA
is highly speculative. This is partly due to the fact that the same high level of
conservation which makes elucidating long distance evolutionary relationships
possible also makes comparative analysis exceedingly difficult. The monolithic
ribosomal core covers 90 % of the rRNA in bacteria, with the variable segments
distributed over peripheral regions of rRNA. This core consists of 2800 rRNA
nucleotides and encompasses all domains of both the large subunit (LSU) and
small subunit (SSU)15. For Archaea this core is entirely conserved; however, some
variation is present in peripheral regions, contributing to an average increase in
rRNA length of roughly 250 nucleotides. The additional rRNA is distributed over
a series of insertions, 5-20 nucleotides in length, referred to as micro-expansions.
These micro-expansions occur in peripheral helical apices or loop regions and
radiate away from the ribosomal core. These small additions of rRNA quickly
emerge as a strong evolutionary feature when Eukaryotic ribosomes are
considered, and the structural analysis of these expansions play a central role in
understanding the development of the ribosome.

The Eukaryotic ribosome retains the conserved features of the rRNA core but
displays a considerable increase in length. Starting at the divergence of Eukarya,
up until development of the Mammalian lineages, the length of the LSU rRNA
has increased from 2900 to over 5300 nucleotides, as shown in Figure 1 .
The accumulated rRNA is distributed over a series of prominent expansion
segments, with a distribution mirroring those in Archaea, but with lengths of up
to 600 nucleotides. They layer the conserved rRNA core, and together with
additional Eukaryotic proteins, form a second ribosomal “shell” specific to
Metazoans16. These Eukaryotic expansion segments are primarily present in the
LSU and their formation and any potential roles in ribosomal function are not
well understood17.

Structural analysis of the Eukaryotic expansion segments reveal a branching
structure wherein distal expansion segments split off laterally from proximal
stems, like branches on a tree. Observing the development of these expansions
across Eukarya shows them to be strictly ordered, with newer expansions
branching from ancestral structures, as shown in Figure 2. This process has been
termed accretion and allows for the structural elucidation of the order of rRNA
acquisitions in the ribosome18. Based on the same principles, analysis of the
inverse process allows for the retracing of rRNA expansions from extant
ribosomes back towards the bacterial core.
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Figure 1: Expansion of rRNA in the human lineage
The average lineage length of rRNA across evolution for the LSU and the SSU.
Estimated dates of ancestral divergence by Hedges162. Large differences in the
expansion trends are present for LSU and SSU over the course of evolution. Adapted
with permission from Bernier, 201815.

Figure 2: Development of Eukaryotic expansion segments
Development of the Eukaryotic expansion segments ES7 from H25 of the LSU.
Left to right: E. coli163 (PDBid: 7K00), T. thermophila164 (PDBid: 4V8P),
D. melanogaster165 (PDBid: 6XU7) and H. sapiens166 (PDBid: 4UG0). Development is
strictly accretive with new additions extending from previous, proximal, structure.
Both helix extension and branching is present.
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More striking is the conclusion that the universal bacterial core can itself be
interpreted as a series of expansion segments extending from a more ancient,
underlying assembly. Assuming that the same sequential branching took place
before the LUCA, such a structural analysis allows for the retracing of expansions
back through time, beyond the point which sequence data can support.

Iterating this process of identification of branching expansions allows for the
creation of a hierarchical map of rRNA accretion, in turn inferring a trajectory of
ribosomal evolution. As shown in Figure 3, mapping this hierarchy onto the
structure of the ribosomal rRNA suggests a layered structure with the most
ancient regions converging at the core of each corresponding subunit. This
corresponds to the peptidyl transferase centre (PTC) of the LSU and the
decoding centre of the SSU. Accretive expansion segments appear as layered
zones arranged radially from the centre, with distal and peripheral regions being
more recent additions, see Figure 4.

Figure 3: The rRNA accretion model
Secondary structure model of the E. coli rRNA LSU (left) and SSU (right) colored by
expansions, adapted from Bowman, 202017. Each phase boundary corresponds to a
rRNA expansion site as indicated by either branching features or helical extensions.
Within this framework, distal regions are more recent additions. The most ancient
regions converge at the PTC and deconding centre respectively. Pseudosymmetric
core of PTC highlighted in a blue background.
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This model proposes the origins of the ribosome as two coexisting pieces of
proto-rRNA, one with a primitive peptidyl transferase activity and the other with
some affinity for a potential proto mRNA. Interactions between the two elements
is postulated to have gradually evolved concomitantly with the development of
primitive transfer RNAs (tRNAs) and a vestigial genetic code in the prebiotic
world. Subsequent rRNA expansions and the development of canonical protein
synthesis, would then act to further stabilise the assembly. From this point
proteins and further expansions would gradually form universal features, such as
the ribosomal exit tunnel, subunit interface and GTPase binding regions allowing
for a gradual transition into the extant structures17.

One independent observation regarding ribosomal structure and evolution arose
following the first determination of and LSU structure19. It became apparent that
the PTC, and a large part of the most integral rRNA, was almost perfectly
symmetrical, related to each other by an 180 degree rotation around the exit
tunnel axis19,20, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Distribution of rRNA accretions and PTC symmetry
Left: rRNA accretion phases mapped onto a surface representation of the E. coli
rRNA163 (PDBid: 7K00). The LSU is sliced intersecting the PTC, revealing the accretive
expansion layers. tRNAs and mRNA shown in white outlines indicating functional
sites. Right: cartoon representation of PTC pseudosymmetric region. Blue background
corresponds to the highlighted helices in Figure 3.
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Such a prominent symmetric feature in an otherwise asymmetric assembly is
striking, especially considering its location and proposed antiquity. Based on this
observation it was proposed that a proto-LSU evolved from two separate strands
of rRNA, each with an affinity for an amino acid. The interaction of these two
elements could then catalyse the peptidyl transfer and provide elementary peptide
synthesis, a property which has recently been demonstrated in vitro175.
The development of an extant ribosome from such an arrangement would require
the merger of two such catalytic elements into a single strand. This hypothesis is
in principle compatible with the accretion theory as the PTC and symmetric
region colocalises well with the oldest regions predicted from expansions.
Together, both theories indicate the region immediately surrounding the PTC, at
the core of LSU domain V, to be the structural origin of the ribosome.

Chapter II: The endosymbiotic theory and the
formation of organelles

Even though the existence of a mitochondrial ribosome presupposes the
existence of an eponymous mitochondrion. The inverse statement is not
necessarily true and while the study of the origins of mitochondria are
beyond the scope of this thesis, several mechanisms of intracellular
information exchange are central to the development and maintenance of a
mitochondrial ribosome.

The general origin of Eukaryotes
While the idea of endosymbiosis is over 100 years old, the term was coined and
available data reviewed in “On the Origin of Mitosing Cells” from 196721. It was
suggested, based on phylogenetic, biochemical and morphological evidence that
the plastid, mitochondrion and flagellar basal bodies all originated from free
living protozoa which had become internalised within the cell envelope of
another cell. The origins of the endosymbiont destined to become the
mitochondrial organelle have consistently been observed to reside within
Alphaproteobacteria22. However, the exact origins have yet to be determined and
identification is hampered by the divergent, reduced and rapidly evolving nature
of mitochondrial genomes. Initial estimates indicated the Alphaproteobacterial
genus Rickettsia23, although these were later shown to be artefacts originating
from the high A/T content of both the mitochondrial reference and the genome of
the parasitic prokaryote24. More recent attempts suggest the mitochondrial
ancestor to have branched before the diversification of Alphaproteobacteria.
Examples of living representatives of a direct mitochondrial ancestor are still
elusive25.
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Early attempts to identify a potential host cell were based on a tree of life14

divided into three major lineages, Bacteria, Eukarya and Archaea, all sharing a
common root. As further developments were made in phylogenetic
reconstructions, Eukarya was shown to have arisen from within the Archaeal
lineage, subsequent to an initial divergence of Archaea and bacteria26,27. With the
advent of metagenomic sequencing the diversity of known prokaryotes increased
considerably. As the sequence coverage of Archaea grew, lineages more similar
to Eukaryotes were discovered. Based on this sampling, the host organism was
suggested to stem from within the Crenarchaeota, a major constituent of the
TACK supergroup28,29. Deeper metagenomic sampling has identified the subclade
Asgard30, later demonstrated to be monophyletic with Eukarya31. Additionally,
morphological studies show that Asgard Archaeans display several Eukaryotic
features such as actin microfilaments, a complex vesicular system, as well as an
E1-3 Ubiquitin-like modification system32. As more metagenomic data becomes
available the ties between Asgard Archaea and Eukarya grow stronger33. his in
turn corroborates the model, illustrated in Figure 5, of an ancestral Asgard

Archeon developing a close metabolic relationship with an Alphaproteobacterion
around 1 .8 Ga8, a process which eventually led to its internalisation and the
eventual formation of mitochondria.

While host and symbiote identities become increasingly specific, many questions
regarding their interactions remain. What was the relationship between the host
and symbiont enabling subsequent endosymbiosis? If of a strictly metabolic
nature, what were the chemical reactions and metabolite exchange pathways? By
what mechanism was the endosymbiont internalised? Finally, models describing
an ancestral Achaean engulfing an Alphaproteobacteria do not necessarily
account for the origins of several Eukaryotic features. The origin of such defining
cellular structures as the nucleus, various endomembrane compartments and the
lipid composition of the Eukaryotic cell membrane still pose conceptual
challenges for any one theory. Further insight into these questions might arise
from further study of cultured Asgard Archaea, but the current nature is
nevertheless highly speculative.
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Genome erosion and integration
The transition from a free-living organism to an obligate endosymbiont and
finally to an organelle requires a massive transfer of control from symbiont to
host. This occurs through both loss of function in the symbiont and host
adaptations. Immediately following internalisation, some of the cellular processes
of the endosymbiont become redundant in the new intracellular environment of
its host. Additionally, genetic information exchange with the surroundings outside
the host cell become heavily restricted which, in turn, stimulates the accumulation
of deleterious mutations as explained by Müellers ratchet34. These two factors,
the genetic redundancy and mutational load, act in concert to rapidly erode the
genome of the endosymbiont, with superfluous or dysfunctional genes removed
through reductive evolution35. Due to this genomic erosion an asymmetric
dependence can rapidly develop as the symbiont becomes dependent on its
host35,36. At this point the continued existence of the symbiont is favoured only if
there also exists a strong benefit for its maintenance37. This pressures the host to
develop systems which allow for proper integration and support of its symbiont.
In the case of mitochondria, the immediate benefits would be the production of
metabolic products, including the production of adenosine triphosphates, via
oxidative phosphorylation in the symbiont. The investment of the host consists of
the development and continued synthesis of a dedicated protein import machinery
in the form of the TIM/TOM complexes38 alongside a continuous supply of
proteins and metabolic precursors required for endosymbiont function.

Following the point of obligate endosymbiosis, three conceptual outcomes for the
endosymbiont have been observed39. Primarily, if the genomic erosion
experienced by the symbiote is sufficiently rapid, the host is unable to develop
proper mechanisms for its maintenance, and it risks extinction. This outcome
exists as a continuous process in the ciliate Euplotes. Here, symbiote acquisition,
degradation and loss appear to occur continuously. The obligate Polynucleobacter

endosymbiont in closely related wild isolates of Euplotes have been shown not to
share a common ancestry and display varying levels of genomic erosion
indicating multiple unique points of acquisition40. Other endosymbionts are able
to maintain the integrity of their genomes, neither becoming wholly integrated
nor extinct and persist as an intracellular symbiont with some level of autonomy.
Pathogens and parasites41 such as members of Holosporaceae and Chlamydiae42,43

are common examples of such an organisation. Finally, the most unlikely event is
the complete loss of autonomy and full integration as an organelle. Only two
examples of such an event are evident but nevertheless ubiquitous: the
mitochondrion and the chloroplast.
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Figure 5: 2D view of Eukaryogenesis
Schematic view on the origin of Eukaryotes from within Asgardia and a subsequent
acquisition of an Alphaproteobacterial symbiont. Conceptual locations for the first
and last Eukaryotic common ancestors FECA and LECA assuming an Eukaryogenesis
driven by mitochondrial acquisition. Subsequent divergence of Eukaryotes and
acquisition of plastids from Cyanobacteria. Secondary endosymbiosis indicated in
red.
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Endosymbiotic gene transfer
As the endosymbiont loses its autonomy and adopts the status of an organelle, the

initial phase of rapid genome erosion is replaced by a slower, more gradual

transfer of genetic information44. During this secondary phase endosymbiotic

gene transfer (EGT) to the nucleus appears to become the driving force behind

continued genome reduction45. This process is fundamentally different from the

previous genomic erosion and host adaptation as it involves direct transfer of

genetic material from organelle to nucleus. This is the current state of the

mitochondrion and chloroplast where a set of genes are slowly being transferred

from the respective genomes to the nucleus.

This view is supported by observations of mitochondrial and chloroplast DNA in

the nuclear genome46–48. While the exact vector of genetic transfer is not known,

several observations of organellar DNA in the cytosol49 alongside expression

experiments50 indicate that transfer occurs frequently. These insertions often

cover large portions of the organellar genome and exist as single or multiple

fragments integrated in the nuclear genome51 ,52. The directionality of transfer is

not absolute53,54, but transfer from organelle to nucleus is heavily favoured. This

asymmetry is likely attributable to a combination of factors including the

increased copy number of symbiont genomes and the difference in genetic

housekeeping and recombination rates between symbiont and nuclear genomes55.

It is important to note that in order to be able conmpletely replace an organellar

gene the transferred genetic material would first need to be functionalized in the

nuclear context. This would likely be the rate-limiting step as functionalization

requires the transferred material to survive in the nuclear genome long enough to

develop proper transcription, translation, transport, targeting and regulation55, as

shown in Figure 6. As an example these limitations consider the fact that the

current endosymbiotic genomes not only employ different genetic codes56,

a factor which alone invalidates correct cytoplasmic translation, but also utilise

alternate forms of splicing and RNA editing not present in the nucleus57–59. In

addition to mRNA editing, proteins expressed in the nucleus need to adapt in

order to be compatible with existing organellar protein assembly pathways, or to

generate new ones. Finally, for membrane proteins, hydrophobic membrane

segments need to be protected from aggregation and topological constraints on

protein insertion resolved, as proteins are no longer co-translationally inserted

into the organelle membrane by the ribosome.
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Because of these limitations it has been hypothesised that the transfer vector is

not organellar DNA, but rather mRNA which becomes retroprocessed and

subsequently integrated60,61 . However, this retroprocessing hypothesis does not

circumvent the biophysical limitations on targeting, assembly or topology

imposed by cytosolic translation of mitochondrial proteins.

While there are many barriers for EGT to occur, the possibility nevertheless
exists and due to the asymmetry of genetic transfer, organelles are always in
danger of extinction. If the selective pressure for organelle maintenance is lost,
EGT or loss of function mutations can cause a rapid degradation of the
mitochondrion into a vestigial state. The effect is readily evident in anaerobic
Eukaryotes where the benefits of oxidative phosphorylation are diminished62.
In these systems the mitochondrion can degrade from an aerobic mitochondria to
various forms of remnant mitochondria, either devoid of genomic content,
metabolic pathways, oxidative phosphorylation capabilities or morphological
features63. This process concludes with the complete purge of the mitochondrial
compartment as observed in the Metamonadan genus of Monocercomonoides64.

Figure 6: Endosymbiotic gene transfer
Overview of the gene transfer process. Initial genetic release into the cytosol as
either genomic DNA or mRNA. Subsequent recombination into the nuclear genome
followed by the slow evolutionary process of genetic integration and
functionalization. Proper functionalization requires development of all elements
required for expression, regulation, translation and targeting to the mitochondrion.
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Chapter III: Mitochondrial genomes
As the mitochondrion developed from an endosymbiotic bacterium so does
did the mitoribosome from the bacterial ribosome. With an rRNA universally
encoded in the mitochondrion and proteins partially encoded in the nucleus,
the mitoribosome exists as a chimaera with components originating from two
distinctly different genetic environments. The biological differences between
these genetic environments as well as the mechanisms which generate them
lie at the heart of mitoribosomal evolution. As such, a brief overview of
mitochondrial genome diversity is warranted in order to properly illustrate the
volatile environment in which mitoribosomal rRNA resides.

The diversity of mitochondrial genome architecture
The drastic transformation of a free living prokaryote, first into an endosymbiont,
then into an organelle is seen in extant mitochondrial genomes (mitogenomes).
The genomic content of all mitochondria consists of a subset the at least
100 genes present in the last Eukaryotic common ancestor65 (LECA). This LECA
superset contains genes required for the assembly and function of the protein
complexes involved in oxidative phosphorylation, as well as genes encoding
mitochondrial RNA polymerase, rRNAs, tRNAs and ribosomal proteins required
for co-translational protein insertion. An overview of the proteins encoded in
mitochondrial genomes is shown in Figure 7. During evolution EGT have caused
mitochondrial gene content to diverge from the LECA superset, with each species
encoding a subset in their mitochondria. The size of this subset can range from
72 protein coding genes in the Discoban Andalucia godoii66, to just two in the
Alveolate Chromera velia67. The loss of genes through EGT is not random with
proteins involved in oxidative phosphorylation primarily conserved among
reduced mitogenomes. As the knowledge regarding mitochondrial genetics and
biology has increased, a diversity far beyond coding capacity was discovered. The
substantial physicochemical, architectural and biological variability observed
prompted the saying that in; “Mitochondrial genomes: anything goes”68.

To begin an overview of the mitogenomes, while by no means canonical, the
human mitogenome will serve as a reference and generalises remarkably well not
only to Bilaterian but Animalian mitogenomes69.

Figure 7 : Coding capacity of mitochondrial genomes
Content of sequence mitogenomes across annotated Eukaryotes. Adapted and
updated from Sloan 201845 and Johnston 2016167.
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The Homo sapiens mitogenome is polyploid, a universal feature inherited from
the LECA, with each mitochondrion containing several unique copies of the
genome with a typical cell housing 100-1000 individual copies70. Each genome
copy consists of a 16.5 kB plasmid-like circle of double stranded DNA and
contains 13 genes encoding exclusively hydrophobic transmembrane subunits of
the oxidative phosphorylation complexes. There are seven genes for complex I,
one for complex III, three genes for complex IV as well as two genes for ATP
synthase, see Figure 7. In addition, there are two mitoribosomal rRNA genes and
a full set of 22 mitochondrial tRNAs. The rRNA genes are heavily truncated
relative to the bacterial ancestor. The two strands of the DNA are asymmetric in
their nucleotide composition, creating a heavy strand consisting of mainly G and
C, and a light strand consisting of the complementary A and T. Protein coding
genes are predominantly arranged on the heavy strand, interspaced by sets of
tRNA genes71. The architecture is illustrated in Figure 8. Transcription takes
place by formation of a single polycistronic transcript which is then cleaved by
mitochondrial RNAse-P at positions of the tRNAs72.

While mitogenomes have a limited content, neither their architectures nor
physical sizes are indicative of this as mitogenomes vary in size over at least three
orders of magnitude. The smallest examples are present in Apicomplexan

parasites, including the human parasite Plasmodium falciparum, which harbour a
mixture of linear and circular genomes with sizes ranging between 6-11 kB73,74.
They contain three protein coding genes and several rRNA gene fragments75,
see Figure 8 (for an overview of rRNA fragments see Figure 13). The reduction
in size stems from extensive EGT, a trend generally present in organisms involved
in parasitic symbiosis76. On the other end of the spectrum Tracheophyte

mitogenomes display a huge variation in genomic size. The largest belong to
Silene conica, which contains a 11 .6 MB genome, roughly 1800 times larger than
P. falciparum. Here the genomic material is partitioned over 128 circular
chromosomes ranging from 44 to 163 kB and contains more than 99 % intergenic
sequences composed of introns, selfish elements and repetitive regions, as well as
DNA from both nuclear and plastid origins77. Especially noteworthy is the
extensive incorporation of foreign genetic material in the mitogenome, suggesting
extensive EGT capabilities. One of the most astonishing examples of genome
expansion from incorporation of foreign DNA is in the related genus of
Amborella. The 3.9 MB mitogenome from Amborella trichopoda was shown to
incorporate a total of 197 pseudogenes, including complete genomes from other
Tracheophyta, green alge and mosses, indicating a highly promiscuous horizontal
gene transfer77,78.
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In addition to size, the architecture and three-dimensional sequestering of the
genetic material varies considerably. The two most common forms are linear or
circular plasmid-like structures, although far more exotic arrangements have been
observed. The Discoban lineage of Kinetoplastida, which includes the human
parasite Trypanosoma brucei, have been extensively studied in their role as
human pathogens, but also in regard to the unique arrangement of their
mitogenomes79. The T. brucei mitogenome is composed of dozens of large
plasmid-like maxicircles of ~ 24 kB, each containing two rRNA genes and
14 protein coding genes, and thousands of minicircles, encoding guide RNAs
central to the extensive mRNA editing in the Kinetoplastida80. These maxicircles
and minicircles interlock and form the eponymous kinetoplast, an interwoven
network of interlinked plasmids for which neither the replication, expression,
maintenance or evolutionary history is well understood81.

As exemplified by P. falciparum and S. conica, the partitioning of genomic
content across several mitochondrial chromosomes is a widespread
phenomenon82–85,86. Even though Animalian mitogenomes are surprisingly
consistent in both composition and architecture, they nevertheless contain
examples of significant architectural variation. Specifically the insect suborder of
Ischnocera, the chewing lice, display extensive genome fragmentation. Their
mitogenomes contain the same protein coding genes as humans, although the
material is divided across 9-20 individually replicating, 1 .5-4.0 kB circular
microchromosomes, each with one or, in some cases, multiple protein coding
genes87, see Figure 8. Furthermore, this genotype is only present in the subset of
all Ischnocera which prey on mammals, as the sister clade preying on birds
contains a conventional, unfragmented mitogenome. It is remarkable that this
extensive fragmentation is almost binary with few actual evolutionary
intermediate steps observed, in turn suggesting a rapid development and fixation.
This sudden and extensive fragmentation is not unique to Ischnocera with similar
observations in parasitic Tracheophyta88, Cnidaria89 and Nematoda90, as well as in
the Discoban family of Diplonemida which will be discussed further.

Finally, fragmentation is not only present on the genomic but also the genetic
level as mitochondrial open reading frames are frequently interrupted by stretches
of intervening noncoding DNA. Prominent examples of this feature are found
across the Eukaryotic tree of life and include the mitochondrial rRNA genes in
the Chlorophyta genus of Chlamydomonadales and the aforementioned
Apicomplexans. Specifically, rRNA genes of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii are
separated into 12 individual open reading frames, eight for the large subunit and
four for the small subunit. The fragments are not contiguous but separated by
other genes and scattered across both DNA strands of the genome91 ,92.
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The closely related Polytomella magna further complicates its genomic
organisation. While the genetic content is similar to C. reinhardtii, the genomic
organisation is further rearranged and contains 10 individual and palindromic
tandem repeats covering the full length of the genome. This significantly
increases the size of the P. magna mitogenome and leads to the remarkable
formation of extensive intra-strand base pairing, turning the typically linear
genome into a complex branched assembly93 as illustrated in Figure 8.

The possibility of both genomic and genetic fragmentation poses many challenges
to mitochondrial transcription. One potential strategy for adaptation can be seen
in the development of extensive mRNA editing and trans-splicing in
mitochondria with post-transcriptional processes present to varying extents across
the Eukaryotic tree of life94. An extreme example of the modification complexity
is present in the Discoban lineage of Diplonemida, which displays both extensive
genomic and genetic fragmentation. In Diplonema papillatum all 12 identified
genes, except the small subunit rRNA, are split in up to 11 separate fragments
ranging from 40 to 550 nts. The genetic fragments are distributed over
81 circular chromosomes, all identical across 95 % of their length and with the
remaining 5 % consisting of a open reading frame cassette which encodes a single
gene fragment95. During transcription each chromosome is fully transcribed, non-
coding sequences removed and the remaining cassettes trans-spliced to form an
initial transcript. This RNA transcript is then further edited by a 3’ addition of
uridines to transcripts termini and selective deamination of A to I and C to U at
numerous defined positions within the transcripts. The related Diplonemid genus
Namystynia extends this editing repertoire, introducing 3’ adenosine additions as
well as unique A to G modifications on top of existing modifications. This
increases the fraction of edited nucleotides to 12 %, the greatest amount of
editing observed96.

Figure 8: Examples of mitochondrial genome architectures
Gallery of coding capacity and arrangement of genes in five species. All lengths are
proportional to the lengths of coding and intergenic regions. The mitogenome from
T. thermophila is shown as circular but is genomically linear, as indicated by a small
gap. For P. magna each gene is followed by its own reverse complement, shown by
dashed lines. The resulting structure is highly dynamic, condensed and branched93.
Created using reference genome data deposited in the NCBI under accessions
NC_012920.1, NC_037526.1, NC_023091.1 and NC_003029.193,168–170. The Bovicola Ovis
genome is drawn using data from Song 201987 and further annotated as per Paper I.
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Mechanisms of genomic drift in mitochondria
From the great diversity observed the question arises as to what molecular
mechanisms drive the diversification of mitogenome architecture. Despite
genome erosion generating the ancestral set of genes in LECA and the subsequent
EGT enforcing a strict reductive pressure on the coding capacity of mitogenomes,
neither explains the huge architectural variation seen in extant mitogenomes.
Conceptually two mechanisms enable, although do not create, the development of
the extreme variation seen in mitochondria. Primarily, DNA damage from the
production of reactive oxygen species imposes a mutational load96,97.
Additionally, the polyploid nature of mitochondria permits the existence of
otherwise lethal mutations in subsets of genomes, both promoting genetic drift.
Each feature principally promotes the existence of the other; the multicopy nature
of the mitogenome permits higher levels of oxidative stress, and higher levels of
DNA damage increases the benefits of polyploidy. Finally, the redundancy
provided by polyploidy could decrease the selective pressures for genetic upkeep,
housekeeping, and DNA repair which, in turn, leads to a greater benefit of
further polyploidy, assuming the energetic cost of genome synthesis does not
become restrictive.

While polyploidy indirectly allows for diversification, it has no direct mechanistic
role in the development of mitogenome divergence. On a mechanistic level, few
systems have both been extensively sampled and studied in detail. Earlier
comparative genomics of Metazoan mitogenomes highlighted the additional
effects of tandem gene duplications on genome evolution. Initially summarised as
the Duplication/Random-Loss model98 it was hypothesised that the creation of
gene duplications by either slipped strand mispairing, imprecise termination or
mistargeted recombination is what promotes the divergence of mitogenomes. In
the case of duplicated genes, assuming equal functionality of the copies, the
subsequent loss of either copy could then cause further rearrangement. As more
Bilaterian mitogenomes became available it was revealed that most, if not all,
features of mitogenome evolution in animals could be explained using one of
these three mechanisms99,100. The duplication and random loss model, while
insightful, is based almost completely on Bilaterian mitogenomes and does not
apply to other, decidedly more exotic mitochondrial arrangements. As such,
despite the conceptual understanding gained from comparative genomics there is
still a lack of detailed mechanistic knowledge of mitogenome evolution.

Further insight outside of Metazoa primarily stems from plants101, in which the
mitogenome architectures are especially dynamic. In the case of S. conica, plant
mitogenomes typically display a heterogeneous architecture consisting of
a rapidly evolving mixture of circular chromosomes and linear and branched
segments, heavily bloated by non-coding and repetitive DNA102,103.
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Despite these dynamics, most Tracheophytes have extremely low mutation rates in
their coding regions with silent substitution rates up to 5000 times lower than in
the human mitogenome104. This duality together with the presence of large
amounts of repetitive elements strongly indicate the presence of extensive, if
potentially error prone, genetic repair via recombination. To strengthen this
argument the plant mitochondrial nucleoid, the nucleoprotein microenvironment
housing the mitogenome, have been shown to contain shown to contain DNA-
primases, -topoisomerases, and -polymerases as well as homologs of the bacterial
recombination machinery, single stranded DNA binding proteins and proteins
involved in mismatch repair105. Following these observations, pathways for direct
repair, mismatch repair, as well as nucleotide and base excision repair have been
suggested through homology or demonstrated practically106. Finally, factors
involved in homologous recombination were directly shown to affect the genomic
architecture of Arabidopsis107,108. Based on these observations a model was
proposed where compromised DNA replication or homologous recombination
followed by double stranded break repair heavily contributed to the evolution of
mitogenome architecture101. The model specifically describes a situation where a
replication fork encounters a DNA lesion. The replication fork then either stalls
or dissociates, the latter creating a double stranded break. The rescue of
replication and repair of double stranded breaks is error-prone and postulated to
give rise to sequence duplications, deletions and loss of synteny109. This is, in a
sense, a generalisation of the duplication and random loss model as it can account
for both the origins of the proposed duplications as well as explain their
subsequent loss.

Mitochondrial genomic divergence through erroneous recombination is definitely
appealing as it couples the nature of the highly oxidative environment of the
mitochondrion with recombination as a driving force of architectural diversity. It
also provides reasonable explanations for the general traits of mitogenome
evolution and is compatible with the Duplication/Random-Loss model. One
remaining question is how rearranged genomes become fixed in a population. It
appears, judging by the variation in architectures and their rapid exchange, that
no specific arrangement is directly preferable and that local genomic
rearrangements are essentially neutral transformations110. The presence of
polyploidy, restricted nucleolar mobility, as well as with the potential for dynamic
mitochondrial fission and fusion further complicates this issue. Together with the
rapid recombination rate observed in plants this raises the question whether any one
configuration can truly be regarded as fixed within a wider population. Perhaps, for
variable lineages like Tracheophyta, the mitogenome should instead be considered as
a heterogenous assembly of genetic configurations containing within it all genes
necessary for mitochondrial function. An answer to this question will likely
emerge from single cell sequencing experiments able to demonstrate the true
extent of intraspecies heteroplasmy.
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Part II: The evolution of the mitochondrial ribosome
It is truly remarkable that while the ribosome represents one of the most
universally conserved protein structures, its mitochondrial equivalent instead
represents one of the most diverse. The descriptions and origins of this
complexity are the focus of this second half of my thesis.

So far mitoribosome structures have been published for 10 different species. The
first mitoribosomal models included those from the Metazoan Homo sapiens111

(H.s, PDBid: 3J9M) and Sus scrofa112 (S.s, PDBid: 5AJ4) as well as the Fungi
Saccharomyces cerevisiae113 (S.c, PDBid: 5MRC) and Neurospora crassa114 (N.c,
PDBid: 6YWX). Following these initial models the mitoribosome from the
Ciliate Tetrahymena thermophila115 (T.t, PDBid: 6Z1P) and Discobans
Trypanosoma brucei116 (T.b, PDBid: 6HIV), Trypanosoma cruzi (T.c, PDBid:
7AIH) and Leishmania major117 (L.m, PDBid: 7ANE) became available. Finally
models from Archaeplastida were presented with the Tracheophyte A. thaliana118

(A.t, PDBid: 6XYW) representing higher plants and the Chlorophycean P. magna

(P.m. PDBid: awaiting publication) and C. reinhardtii119 (C.r. PDBid: unavailable)
representing green algae. From this point on only the H.s, N.c, T.b, T.t, and P.m.
structures will be considered in comparisons. These are by no means exhaustive,
nor necessarily representative of their respective phyla, but simply reflect the
current state of structural knowledge regarding the evolution of the mitoribosome.

Nomenclature for the rRNA helical numbering system follows the revised
secondary structure annotation by Maly and Brimacrome120 with helices numbered
from 5’-3’ and prefixed with either “H” or “h” denoting the LSU and SSU
respectively. Protein nomenclature follows the general system as defined by Ban121

and consists of an incrementing number with two prefixes denoting each protein.
The first prefix u/b/m denotes general conservation as being universal, bacterial or
mitochondrial and the second L/S indicates subunit association. Finally a general
”m” suffix is typically added to signify a mitochondrial homolog. Note that since its
conception this nomenclature has acquired multiple inconsistencies due to
simultaneous additions, revised conservation and general misuse.

From this point forward the data presented, its interpretation and discussion is
almost entirely structural, and as such, directly related to the motifs and features
present in the structures themselves. Therefore, I would like to reiterate that there
is little point for a critical reader to consider only the text and accompanying
illustrations in this thesis. A complete view cannot be gained without reviewing
the structures themselves.
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Chapter IV: rRNA
rRNA forms the core and most ancient component of the ribosome and its
evolutionary history is written in its structure. The structural changes and
features of the rRNA therefore quickly become the centre of any evolutionary
investigation of ribosomes. In mitochondria the presence of both overall rRNA
reductions, prominent expansions and the potential for extensive and rapid
fragmentation highlights the scope and diversity of mitochondrial rRNA
evolution.

Reductions and deletions
Based on initial sequence alignments and secondary structure predictions, the
mitoribosomal rRNA was long known to be reduced relative to cytosolic
rRNAs122 and it quickly became evident that reductions in rRNA had created a
huge variation in the core of mitoribosomes. As more mitogenomes became
available, a second, apparently contradictory trend of locally expanded regions of
rRNA was also observed. The first mitoribosomal structures from S.c. and H.s.
each illustrated one of these trends, showing very different sides of
mitoribosomal evolution in the process. The H.s. structure was heavily reduced,
with large portions of rRNA missing and only 50 % of the total rRNA conserved
relative to Bacteria. The S.c. structure on the other hand showed less rRNA
reductions and contained 450 nts of additional rRNA not found in the bacterial
ancestor, distributed across 14 individual expansion segments. Further structures
expanded in the initial diversity with T.b. found to be more reduced than H.s,
with N.c. containing more expansions than S.c. as well as T.t. and A.t. containing
an rRNA structure highly similar to bacteria. Finally P.m. revealed both
extensively reduced and fragmented rRNA, further expanding the theme of
structural variation.

As examples of rRNA reduction in the mitoribosome we consider two regions of
rRNA in more detail: LSU domains I and III. The two domains interact directly,
are positioned towards the membrane interface during co-translational protein
insertion and constitute the majority of the distal polypeptide exit tunnel.
Together, they represent the most variable and reduced areas of the mitoribosome
and share several hallmarks of rRNA reduction namely, helical loss, loss of base
pairing complementary and apical truncation. The partial reductions of each
domain I and III are illustrated in Figure 9 and 10 respectively.
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Domain I consists of three central helices: H2, 3 and 4, as well as a branching
core loop acting as a hub for H5-14 with H14 forming the base of a peripheral
assembly containing H15-22. In domain I the A.t. structure shares the most
features with bacteria, showing partial reductions in the core loop and containing
one expansion segment in H9 (H9-ES). The peripheral assembly is more
divergent, with A.t. having lost most base pairing upstream of H19 and 20. H18
of T.t. is the point of an rRNA fragmentation which separates the LSU rRNA
into two strands, LSU1 and 2. Truncation of the fragment termini leaves H16-18
as a partially unstructured, reduced and single stranded rRNA reaching from the
base of H14 to H19. In S.c, reduction of the peripheral regions is more extensive
with complete loss of H16-20. This reduction continues in H.s. and T.b. with the
loss of the entire peripheral assembly. Here the core loop is partially conserved,
although it diverges from the bacterial structure due to extensive helical reduction
in H4-13. H.s. retains the proximal structure of H2-4 with partial disorder in H2
and 3. As such, T.b. represents the most reduced tate and consists of a poorly
structured rRNA loop reaching from the base H1 to a partially conserved H13.

Reduction trends similar to those observed in domain I are also present across
domain III. This domain consists of a proximal region with helices H47-54, H49a
and 60. H54 forms the base of a branched distal region containing H55-59. The
proximal region of domain III is well conserved while the peripheral is among the
most extensively reduced in mitoribosomes. In domain III, T.t. contains the most
bacterial structure, partly preserving the apex of H58 due to long range
interactions with a T.t. specific extension of H93. The remaining H57 and 59 are
lost and H56 connected to the core through a flexible linker. This distal reduction
is also evident in A.t. which has lost H57-59 and contains the two expansion
segments, H56-ES1 and 2, diverging from the apex of H56. This arrangement of
two ESs is also present in S.c. which, while topologically similar, is structurally
disparate. As seen in domain I, both H.s. and T.b. display more extensive losses
of distal regions.

Figure 9: rRNA reductions across LSU domain I
Top to bottom: Reductions across rRNA domain I of the LSU from the most bacterial
representative A. thaliana, to the least T.brucei. rRNA shown as a cartoon and
colored by chain. Local structures deviating from conserved rRNA are accentuated in
a darker colour. Overlaid on the structure of E. coli rRNA. Left to right: Secondary
structure model of LSU domain I. The core loop consisting of the proximal region of
domain I is separated from the peripheral assembly by splitting the rRNA through
H14 and translating the peripheral assembly to the right without rotation. Linking
regions connected through a dashed line. Peripheral regions are completely lost in
the reduced structures of H. sapiens and T. brucei.
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For H.s, domain III is truncated at the base of H56 with an unstructured linker
replacing H55. T.b. again represents the most reduced state with the entirety of
the distal region truncated downstream of H49 and displays a partial unfolding of
proximal regions.

Together, rRNA reductions in domain I and III constitute examples of a wider
phenomenon; peripheral regions of domain VI and V, the central protuberance,
the L1 stalk, and distal regions of SSU domain I and III all follow similar
reduction patterns. Within these regions three general types of reductions are
present: complete helix loss, loss of base pairing complementarity and partial
recession of helical apices. Complete helix loss entails the removal of the
complete helical element and is the most prevalent form of rRNA reduction.
Helix loss tends to be binary with helices either conserved close to their bacterial
structure, or completely lost, leaving an unbranched proximal helix. Cases of
partial helix truncation are also present, but usually restricted to longer helices
like LSU H38 or h44 of the SSU. In these cases reductions appear at
intermediary bulging positions where bacterial base pairing is disrupted. Helix
loss can, in turn, also cause loss of base pairing complementarity. This can be
seen in the core loop in domain I of H.s. and T.b. but also between H50-55 in
H.s. where loss of several helices have created an extended internal loop region.
Alternatively, loss of complementarity can occur de-novo with individual strands
being truncated, producing individual, poorly stacking strands, as in H18 and H54
for A.t. or H42 in H.s. Finally, partial reductions of helical apices can be seen in
H6 and 7 in A.t. or S.c, as well as H24 in A.t. and T.t. These reductions are
minor, typically only 2-4 nucleotides but involve loss of apical base pairing and
stacking, resulting in the partial unravelling of the helix apex.

Finally, it is important to note that these proposed trajectories do not follow a
strict order of events. The sequential removal of helices in one lineage will not
correlate exactly with those observed in another. However, in general, peripheral
helices are lost prior to integral helices, proceeding in a roughly inverse manner to
the accretion process. The distinct exceptions to this rule are of great interest and
are discussed further below.

Figure 10: rRNA reductions across LSU domain III
Top to bottom: Reduction of rRNA domain III of the LSU from A. thaliana to T.brucei.
rRNA shown as a cartoon and colored by chain. Local structures deviating from the
consensus rRNA are accentuated in a darker colour. Overlaid on the structure of
E.coli rRNA. Left to right: Secondary structure model of LSU domain III. The proximal
region of domain III is separated from the distal region by splitting the rRNA through
H55 and translating the distal region to the right without rotation. Linking regions
connected through a dashed line. Peripheral regions are completely lost in T. brucei.
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Expansion segments
Despite rRNA reduction being a dominant feature of mitoribosomes, several

rRNA expansion segments (ES) are present in S.c, N.c, T.t. and A.t. The ESs

consist of rRNA segments tens to hundreds of nucleotides long and are inserted

into conserved regions of rRNA. They are present in both the LSU and SSU and

are exclusively peripheral, radiating away from the core as flexible, double

stranded rRNA. Two major types of expansion segments are present: full helix-

forming ESs and micro ESs. The latter consists of insertions of shorter nucleotide

ranges which do not form proper base pairing. Due to the flexibility of full ESs,

typically only the proximal regions can be directly discerned and modelled using

structural data alone. ESs can either stem from helical apices, extending the helix,

or branch from within a single stranded piece of rRNA. Alternatively, ESs can

branch from previous ESs as observed for H0, H16 and H82-ES in N.c.114, or in

the development of h39-ES in A.t118. ESs are not universal and are expected to

both develop and evolve rapidly, as both great variations in size, number and

position are present between closely related organisms. As an example, the

Saccharomycotan S.c. and N.c. share only ~15 % of nucleotides in ESs despite

having an rRNA sequence identity of ~55 % in structured regions, containing

almost identical rRNA deletions and differing in protein composition by only a

single protein highly specific to the Neurospora genus.

Despite their uniqueness, the locations of the ESs follow general trends. Just as

for rRNA reduction, ESs are typically confined to variable rRNA regions such as

across the domain I and III periphery, H38 or H40-42 of domain II or the central

protuberance of domain V. Additionally, they are strictly peripheral as internal

insertions would invalidate proper rRNA folding. Even with this restriction in

mind, the areas which harbour ESs are limited and unevenly distributed across

the exposed rRNA of the ribosome, in turn indicating further restrictions to their

development, see Figure 11 . Comparing the distributions of ESs across the

subunits, the current representative SSU structures contain fewer ESs per unit

surface area. SSU ESs are primarily present in H6-10, in H16 and H17 or in

peripheral regions of the SSU head. Lastly, it should be noted that the

mitochondrial ESs appear structurally analogous to those observed in cytosolic

ribosomes from Eukarya and some Archaea where cytosolic and mitochondrial

ESs colocalise to some extent, with examples seen in H16-18, H38, H52-54 and

H79. In the cytosol the expansions appear to follow a direct accretive path with

continuous extension of pre-existing segments17.
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In contrast, the development of ESs in mitochondria appears far more volatile,

with ES development and reduction suspected to be a continuous process. More

investigation on the sequence level is necessary to confirm the continuity of this

process, although the similarities nevertheless hint at similar mechanisms being

involved.

Figure 11: Gallery of mitochondrial expansion segments
Subset of representative rRNA expansions segments present in A. thaliana and
S. cerevisiae. rRNA is shown as surfaces, colored by subunit. Expansions indicated by
a darker shade. Insets showing cartoons are overlaid on the structure of E. coli rRNA
in white. Flexible, unmodeled regions indicated by dotted lines. Both full helical
forming expansions and microexpansions are shown.
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Fragmentation and permutation
The final feature of mitoribosomal rRNA is fragmentation, the separation of the
rRNA into multiple individual strands. Among the current mitochondrial
examples this exclusively arises from the partitioning of the rRNA on the
genomic level, as described above, rather than from post-transcriptional
processing. This genomic organisation is known from sequence data to occur in
Chlorophyceae, Ciliata, Dinoflagellata and Apicomplexa94, indicating it to be a
rare but widespread development.

On the structural level, data is present from T.t. and P.m. The LSU and SSU of
the T.t. mitoribosome contain two individual rRNA chains, fragmented upstream
of H18 and h10 respectively. Fragmentation is more extensive for P.m. which
contains 8 fragments for the LSU and 4 for the SSU, as shown in Figure 12.
The rRNA fragments fall into two categories: linear fragments with little to no
intra-fragment interactions, unlikely to fold independently, and compact
fragments with extensive base-pairing, sometimes encompassing entire ribosomal
domains. Both types are present in each ribosome exemplified by T.t. LSU1 and
P.m. LSU2 constituting linear fragments and P.m. LSU7 and SSU2 being
compact, covering domain IV and II respectively. Fragments are associated with
each other either through inter-fragment base pairing or, in the case of compact
fragments, via solvent-excluded interfaces, base stacking, and non-specific
rRNA-rRNA contacts. In P.m. fragments are primarily associated through
extensive base pairing with termini colocalised at the surface of the ribosome.
This is exemplified by interactions between SSU3 and 4 in domain III where the
two fragments each form either the 5’ or 3’ strand running along H28-30 and
terminating in H32. P.m. contains no proteins directly interacting with fragment
interfaces, indicating that this fragment arrangement does not require any
scaffolding beyond what is provided by preexisting bacterial proteins.

One surprising variation on rRNA fragmentation is the possibility of
permutations. In P.m, the LSU1 fragment is structurally equivalent to bacterial
H3, H4 and H23, making it the most truncated representative of domain I. In
addition, the fragment exists as a circular permutation relative to the bacterial
structure. As illustrated in Figure 12, the original 3 and 5’ termini have fused into
a new intermediate loop at the proximal end of H3. The new termini are located
at the distal end of H4 and with the 3’ terminus and intermediate loop are bound
by P.m. specific rRNA binding proteins. The helical regions of the permuted
fragment superimpose well with the bacterial structure and no significant
rearrangements are discerned in conserved regions.
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Due to T.t. and P.m. currently representing the only sources of structural
information, comparative analysis of ribosomal fragmentation is difficult.
However, sequence data is available from other fragmented mitoribosomes. Of
special interest is the parasitic Plasmodium falciparum (P.f.), predicted to contain
14 LSU and 12 SSU rRNA fragments, making it the most extensively fragmented
rRNA known, see Figure 13.1 75. Comparing the fragmentation patterns in P.m.
and P.f. there exists both several similarities in the fragmentation pattern and
extensive overlap of fragments. This is especially notable in: domain II, where
both organisms contain fragments in H38 and 41 ; domain III, with fragmentation
in the proximal region H49-51 ; and in domain V, with fragmentation at the base
of H88. Furthermore, the additional P.f. fragments appear as reduced
subfragments of existing P.m. fragments. As an example, P.f. LSU7-10
subdivides P.m. LSU7 and P.m. LSU8 spans P.f. LSU11-14 as illustrated in
Figure 13.1 .

Figure 12: rRNA fragmentation and HEAT proteins in P. magna
Top: rRNA fragments of P. magna overlaid on a surface representation of the
P. magna mitoribosome surrounded by its constituent rRNA fragments, colored by
chain, no rotation. Bottom left: P. magna LSU domain I, colored by chain. Lineage
specific helical repeat proteins mL118, 123 and 126 bind flexible regions of rRNA
radiating away from the ribosomal core. Bottom right: Schematic representation of P.
magna LSU domain I, rRNA permutation visible as new P. magna specific 5’ and 3’
termini colocalise in H4. Helical repeat interfaces indicated and colored as to the
right. Overlaid on the structure of E. coli in white.
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Figure 13.1: Colocalization of rRNA fragmentation I
Secondary structure of the mitoribosomal rRNA from P. falciparum and P. magna
colored by fragments. P. falciparum structure derived from predictions by Feagin75

et al., overlaid on the structure of E. coli in white.
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Further structural information on rRNA fragmentation is available from
ribosomes outside of mitochondria. Extensive rRNA fragmentation is rare in
cytosolic ribosomes but present for the LSUs in the Discoban lineages of
Kinetoplastea and Euglenida. These include Euglena gracilis123 (E.g.) and
T. brucei124, for both of which structural data is available. Their rRNA secondary
structures are shown in Figure 13.2. The cytosolic ribosome from T.b. contains
seven fragments. Two major fragments form domains II-V and constitute the
majority of ribosomal rRNA, while five smaller fragments constitute domain I,
III and VI. The E.g. assembly is more divergent with 14 fragments including four
major fragments covering domains II-V and extensive fragmentation in domains I
and VI. It is worth noting is that the T.b. fragments are separated transversally,
with colocalised termini. This is quite different from the fragmentation seen in
the P.m, P.f, T.t. and E.g. where fragments are primarily divided axially and with
separated termini. This difference is striking and drastically changes the impact
fragmentation has on folding, as discussed further in chapter VI. Together, E.g.
and T.b. show extensive colocalization of fragments with E.g. containing further
fragmented versions of T.b. LSU2, 4, 5 and 6. This is perhaps not unexpected
since both E.g. and T.b. share an euglenozoa ancestor. However, neither the
Diplonemida sister clade of Kinetoplastea nor Euglenida sister clade of
Symbiontida are predicted to show cytosolic rRNA fragmentation125,126 indicating
fragmentation to either be readily reversible, or strongly convergent.

When comparing the cytosolic fragmentation to the mitochondrial there seems to
exist a wider correlation of fragmentation patterns. Specific examples are seen in
H38, 49 and 73 which are consistently formed by two separate fragments sharing
a distal fragmentation point. There also seems to exist a general trajectory of
subfragmentation where existing fragments become further fragmented in related
species. Finally, the regions with extensive, or consistent fragmentation closely
mirror those where truncation and expansions are present, further indicating the
presence of general regions of ribosomal variation.
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Figure 13.2: Colocalization of rRNA fragmentation II
Secondary structure of the cytosolic rRNA from T. brucei and E. gracilis as derived
from structures published by Liu124 et al. and Matzov123 et al. Expansion segments in
E. gracilis separated from the main scheme and connected via dashed lines. Points
of fragmentation consistently colocalise relative to their secondary structure
elements. Exemplified by the fragmentation between P. falciparum LSU6 and 7 in
relation to T. brucei LSU2 and 3 or E. gracilis LSU6 and 8. Further reductions in P.
falciparum move termini into the proximal regions of domain III although the
fragment configuration is consistent with the cytosolic examples.
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Convergent reductions and a minimal ribosomal RNA
Taken together, rRNA expansions, reductions and fragmentations all indicate the

presence of consistent regions of structural variability on the ribosome. These are

regions in which the ribosomal rRNA structure is prone to change either by

reduction or expansion, and where fragmentations can develop. Initial rRNA

reductions and ESs consistently appear in peripheral regions of domains I, III and

VI, distal helices of domain V and SSU domains I and III. Further reduced

ribosomes contain deletions in proximal regions of domain I, in domain II H27-

31 and H38, in distal regions of domain IV, as well as extensive deletions across

domain VI. It is important to note that while these regions are consistently

variable the absolute structural changes present also vary and are not necessarily

conserved between different structures.

Due to the amout of reductions and variance of expansions it is perhaps more

illustrative to consider the set of all universally conserved structural elements

across the mitoribosomes, as shown in Figure 14. This conserved minimal rRNA

is the sum of all deletions from structural examples and consists of 1100 and 600

nts for the LSU and SSU respectively. In this minimal rRNA model, the LSU is

missing domain I and contains H30-35, 37 and 39 of domain II, the distal H43-

44 region of the L7-L12 stalk, proximal regions of domain III including H47, 48

and 60, the majority of domain IV and H73, 74, 80, and 89-95 of domain V and

VI. For the minimal SSU, h11 and 18 are conserved in domain I and truncated

sections of h22-24 for domain II. Domain III retains proximal helices h29, 30, 32

and 34 as well as h42 and 43. Domain VI is conserved with h44 heavily

truncated.

Together these regions form a compact ribosomal LSU with conserved binding

sites for A and P-site tRNAs, EF-G and EF-Tu, as well as an SSU with the

decoding centre and full mRNA binding channel conserved127. Additional rRNA

forms a short polypeptide exit tunnel and a narrow subunit interface as well as a

slightly reduced SSU head. The remaining rRNA acts as linkers and scaffolds

between aforementioned regions and as a whole the two minimal conserved

rRNAs appear to maintain all regions necessary for basic translation.
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While compact, both the conserved minimal LSU and SSU contain distal regions

separated from the rRNA core. These elements require long rRNA linkers in

order to position properly while maintaining rRNA connectivity, a feature which

is not otherwise observed in the minimal model. A subset of these distal regions,

including H43-44 and SSU domain I and II are primarily involved in the

formation of tRNA and EF-G binding sites which rationalise their conservation.

However, the LSU contains the base of domain III and H38, and the SSU a distal

h11 , neither of which fill any apparent role in factor binding or rRNA

scaffolding. Additionally, SSU h22-24 and LSU H34 are conserved despite being

only peripherally associated with the subunit interface. The lack of obvious

function and distal locations makes it difficult to reconcile their conservation

from a structural perspective. Considering the reductive trends of the ribosome, a

further deletion of these distal regions would produce an extremely compact

ribosome with no extended rRNA beyond a conserved ribosomal core. This

further reduced model coincides almost perfectly with the third layer of the

rRNA accretion model17, deviating only in peripheral regions that provide

functional contacts. These deviations indicate differences between a proposed

accretive development of the rRNA and its subsequent reductive evolution in

mitochondria, a process which has to adhere to, and work around, functional

requirements developed in distal regions.

Figure 14: Model of a hypothetical minimal rRNA
Top: Secondary structure diagram of a minimal conserved mitoribosomal rRNA core
overlaid on the structure of E. coli in white. Constructed by deletion of all rRNA
elements missing in any one representative structure or the proposed structure of P.
falciparum, omitting fragmented regions forms the peripheral set, colored in light
blue. A further reduced model constructed by deletion of all peripheral rRNA not
connected to the conserved core forms the core set, colored in dark blue. Distal
regions separated by deletion of intervening rRNA are linked through dashed lines.
A subset of conserved helices labelled for reference. Middle: Three dimensional
structure of minimal rRNA model, created by truncation of E. coli163 (PDBid: 7K00)
rRNA to the point indicated by the above secondary structure diagram. Bound A and
P site tRNAs shown. Model supplemented by superposition of an EFG bound state127

(PDBid: 4V5F), further indicating the conservation of functional regions. Overlaid on a
surface representation of the E. coli ribosome and with rough periphery of the exit
tunnel highlighted. Bottom left: Conserved rRNA of the minimal mitoribosomal SSU
indicating the peripheral conserved regions of H11 and domain II becoming
disconnected from the rRNA core illustrating the need for a further reduced core
model. Bottom right: Inset showing conserved EFG binding elements of the L7/L12
stalk and sarcin ricin loop explaining the conservation of the distal regions.
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Chapter V: Proteins
While the mitoribosomal rRNA experiences reductive evolution, with
prominent deletions and fragmentations, the overall size and complexity of
mitoribosomes nevertheless exceed that of their bacterial ancestors. This
complexity stems almost exclusively from their protein components, and
while there is a great diversity of protein content in mitoribosomes, the
majority of proteins are surprisingly conserved. The origin of structural
diversity is instead more nuanced, with accumulation of lineagespecific
proteins and the development of massive protein insertions and extensions
primarily contributing to the unique structures observed.

Three sets of proteins with different levels of conservation
The mitoribosomal proteins can be organised into three different categories based
on their level of conservation, the bacterial, mitochondrial and lineage-specific.
Primarily, proteins conserved between the bacterial ribosome and mitoribosome
are referred to as the bacterial set. Proteins which are not in the bacterial ancestor
but conserved across all mitoribosomes, accounting for species-specific losses,
are referred to as the mitochondrial. Finally, the proteins that are present only in a
subset of structures are referred to as lineage-specific. Naturally, there exists a
certain ambiguity between the mitochondrial and lineage-specific sets as it can be
difficult to account for protein loss between lineages. As such the distinction is
not absolute with proteins in the mitochondrial set in general being more
conserved than the lineage-specific. Conserved protein from the representative
structures are classified according to set inclusion in Figure 15.

The bacterial set of ribosomal proteins contains all proteins found in the bacterial
ribosome, with the exception of the universally lost S20, creating a total of 53
proteins. The deviation from this universal set is limited, with both P.m. and A.t.
containing all 53 proteins. The most divergent representatives are T.b. and H.s,
missing only 10 and 7 proteins respectively, a feature in stark contrast to their
reduced rRNA. As opposed to deletions in rRNA there appears to be no strong
convergent trend in the loss of bacterial proteins outside of specific lineages.
Despite this, the limited observations of bacterial protein loss appear to be
correlated with reductions in their lateral rRNA binding elements. This suggests
an intuitive model of initial rRNA deletion followed by a slower loss of the
interacting proteins. Far more perplexing are the cases of internal protein loss
without any structural replacement. This is the case for bL20m in S.c. and
bL34m in T.t, shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 15: Protein conservation in deposited structures
Presence of modelled mitoribosomal protein in the bacterial and mitochondrial set
indicated by a dot. Hollow markers indicating unmodeled proteins likely to be in the
mitoribosome. Split markers indicate fragmentation of the conserved bacterial fold.
A subset of proteins from the lineagespecific set are included based on their
inclusion in two or more representative structures. Final numbers indicate the
amount of speciesspecific proteins not included in the table.

Figure 16: Variation in mitoribosomal bacterial homologs
Top: Deletion without replacement of proteins bL34m and bL20m in T. thermophila
and S. cerevisiae respectively. Position of E. coli homolog indicated by white dashed
outline. rRNA colored by chain, protein colored by conservation set. Bottom:
Examples of modelled protein fragmentation in A. thaliana (A.t.), T. thermophila (T.t.)
and P. magna (P.m.). Proteins involved in formation of the bacterial fold colored by
conservation, minor constituent of the bacterial core colored in light blue, protein
extensions hidden.
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In both cases the integral and highly conserved proteins are missing from the
ribosome but without any resulting rearrangement of rRNA or compensation by
lateral protein elements. This leaves an uncharacteristic void in the rRNA core,
illustrating a certain robustness of the rRNA even in the absence of presumed
essential proteins.

Another feature of the bacterial proteins is a tendency for fragmentation also
shown in Figure 16. Just as for the rRNA, ribosomal proteins can be separated
across multiple open reading frames with each frame encoding a single fragment
of the complete protein. In each case the overall topology is conserved, with
fragments associated through tertiary contacts. So far, this feature has only been
observed for conserved bacterial proteins in A.t, T.t. and P.m. where uL2m and
uS3m, uS4m and uS7m are fragmented. The genes encoding the respective
fragments can be present in either the mitochondrial or nuclear genomes. For the
A.t. uL2m, the N-terminal fragment is encoded in the mitogenome while the
C-terminal fragment is encoded in the nucleus, illustrating the active process of
EGT. Currently, the process of fragmentation seems to be present exclusively for
mitochondrial genes with no known examples of further fragmentation of
mitoribosomal proteins after incorporation into the nuclear genome.

In addition to the bacterial proteins there exists a set of extensively conserved
mitoribosomal proteins. These consist of 9 LSU and 12 SSU proteins, almost
universally conserved, likely to have been part of the last mitoribosomal common
ancestor. Compared to the conservation of the bacterial set, the mitochondrial
ribosomal proteins are less conserved with at least one missing in each
mitoribosome structure. The set of mitochondrial proteins are evenly distributed
across the ribosomal surface and bound to conserved regions of bacterial rRNA.
They primarily consist of well defined a+b or a/b folds128,129, as in mL46, 47 and
mS34, or long rRNA interacting helices, as in mL40, 64 or mS26.
The arrangement of the mitochondrial protein set does not disturb any bacterial
proteins nor any rRNA, allowing accurate superimposition of the conserved
mitochondrial proteins over the conserved bacterial core as illustrated in
Figure 17.

The final set of lineage-specific mitoribosomal proteins are responsible for the

larger architectural variations and primarily contribute to the overall increase in

protein mass. This extensive set so far consists of more than 130 unique proteins

present in only one structural representative. As a reference, two proteins separate

the closely related N.c. and S.c. structures within Saccharomycota while 19

proteins separate the more distant H.s. and S.c. within Amphorea.
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Overall, the conservation of these proteins within their local lineages is unknown

due to the lack of comprehensive phylogenetic sampling. Structurally, the

distribution of lineage-specific proteins is not even and additions to the small

subunit are favoured. This is seen in the formation of the large protuberances

formed on the back of the small subunit in T.b. and T.t. The proteins in the

lineage-specific set are extremely varied, displaying a wide range of folds and

sizes, ranging from only 24 residues in T.t. mS75 to over 1700 residues T.b.

mS48. The lineage-specific proteins can in turn be separated into three rough

categories. The first contains helical repeat proteins (HEAT), with a characteristic

tandem helix-turn-helix motif which form either linear arrays or solenoidal

structures130. The second category is characterised by proteins with compact a+b

or a/b folds, sometimes with demonstrable homology to free mitochondrial

enzymes. The final category consists of mitoribosomal proteins that display no

discernable tertiary structure at all and are present as long linear segments of

primarily alpha-helical structure.

Figure 17: Distribution of conserved mitoribosomal proteins
Conserved mitoribosomal proteins superimposed on the E. coli ribosome163

(PDBid: 7K00) are arranged peripherally and interface but do not disturb the binding
of bacterial proteins. Based on an alignment T. thermophila and E. coli rRNA.
Proteins colored by conservation, lightness varied for clarity. Clashes present
between mitochondrial proteins and rRNA elements of the E.coli ribosome
correspond to regions of reduced rRNA in mitoribosomes or minor inaccuracies in
structural alignments.
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Lineagespecific proteins I: Helical repeats
Within the set of lineage-specific mitoribosomal proteins the most prominent
single fold is the helical repeat solenoid. Each representative structure contains at
least one unique HEAT protein modelled as either directly interfacing with rRNA
or present as a structural component close to regions with reduced rRNA. As the
HEAT proteins are primarily RNA binding they colocalise to regions of reduced
or divergent rRNA. Due to this there exists a convergence between structures,
with distinct lineage-specific HEATs bound in similar positions. This is
noticeable in h44 of the SSU where the presence of both expansions and
reductions resulted in the recruitment of a host of different HEAT proteins, see
Figure 18. In the cases for T.b. and P.m. the HEATs close to h44 do not directly
interact with rRNA but are possible remnants of an ancestor with less reduced
rRNA. As most bound HEAT proteins show no detectable homology based on
sequence and the HEAT fold supports many different functions, inference of the
origins of HEAT proteins is difficult. In select cases possible homology is
detectable; noteworthy examples include mS93 in T.t. displaying the distinct
mTERF fold. Sequence comparisons further indicate orthology specifically with
H.s. mTERF1 or 4, both of which are mitochondrial transcription modulators.
Structures of the H.s. mTERF1 , and 4131 ,132 are available, showing near identical
helical repeat structures. Despite their identical core fold the mode of RNA
binding is disparate, with T.t. mS97 binding rRNA along its outer solenoid ridge
rather than in the core groove, as observed in the H.s. structures. Surprisingly,
mS97 is the only detected mTERF protein in the T.t. genome, suggesting either a
dual function or additional mTERFs with divergent sequences. A proposed dual
function is not impossible either as the H.s. mTERF-4 is also modelled as an
rRNA binding protein in a recent late stage of H.s. LSU intermediate133

indicating promiscuous rRNA binding capabilities.

Lineagespecific proteins II: Enzymes
Among the lineage-specific and mitochondrial protein sets, several paralogs of
mitochondrial proteins with an enzymatic activity have been proposed,
see Figure 19. Most conserved is likely mS47, present on the back of the SSU in
T.t, S.c, T.b. and A.t. Its sequence and core fold suggests paralogy to
mitochondrial 3-hydroxyisobutyryl-CoA isomerase or hydratase. In T.t. an
adenosine rich sequence of the extended 5' rRNA terminus is bound in the
enzyme substrate binding pocket. The mode of rRNA binding is reminiscent of
the adenosine base of the coenzyme A substrate. The substrate binding pocket is
conserved structurally but the sequence differs from the non-ribosomal paralog,
silencing the enzyme by removal of a catalytic arginine residue134.
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None of the present structures suggest a catalytically active mS47 although other
enzymes could have retained their catalytic function. Another protein of interest
in T.t is mL107. It is bound to the ribosome in a cavity produced by the recession
of H25 and 98 and contains two rhomboid 2FE-2S iron sulphur clusters as
prosthetic. The protein contains the highly characteristic CDGSH domain unique
to the mitochondrial NEET family of iron sulphur cluster binding proteins,
proposed to act as regulators for iron homeostasis and sensors of oxidative
stress135. As the function of the NEET proteins are directly tied to their 2Fe-2S
ligands, and both coordination sites are conserved in mL107, the protein could
potentially be functional.

Figure 18: Helical repeat protein gallery
Top: HEAT proteins bound onto the A. thaliana and P. magna mitoribosomes,
colored by conservation, hue varied for clarity, overlaid on a surface representation
of the respective ribosomes. Bottom: Consistent recruitment of HEAT proteins to the
SSU tail. Recruited protein elements bind similar regions of rRNA but developed
convergently and are not homologous. Complete deletion of peripheral regions of
H44 in T. brucei.
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Further notable examples in T.t. include a frataxin paralog mS86, involved in iron
sulphur cluster biogenesis136, mS79 containing a lipase-like fold, and mS80, an
inactive methionine-sulfoxide reductase137. In Saccharomycota the S.c. and N.c.
structures contain respective homo- and heterodimers of an inactivated
superoxide dismutase, lacking the essential iron or manganese cofactors138.
Finally, the large amount of T.b. specific proteins include a proposed thiosulfate-
thiol sulfurtransferase mS67, the two proline isomerases mL83 and 90, as well as
a non-ribosomal peptide synthase and a paralog of clathrin adaptor protein
AP1116.

Lineagespecific proteins III: Linear proteins and extensions
In addition to the set of lineage-specific proteins, a large mass of protein
extensions contribute to the divergent architecture of mitoribosomes. These
C- and N-terminal protein extensions can be present in all ribosomal proteins.
They are generally structured but do not form any tertiary folds, consisting
instead of a mixture of alpha-helices and linear segmetns without defined
secondary structure. The protein extensions are highly variable and differ both in
length and arrangement between closely related species. In contrast, certain
extensions retain a degree of conservation within their lineages while others are
almost universal. The extensions therefore appear to be at least partly accretive,
with regions closer to the bacterial protein core being more conserved, as
illustrated in the case of uL24m in Figure 20. It is worth noting that this trend is
mainly present in structurally conserved regions of the mitoribosome, as
surrounding structural rearrangements directly affect the position and
arrangement of the protein extensions.

The length and mass of protein extensions vary between investigated structures.
The most extreme cases are in T.t. and T.b. where large portions of the ribosome
consist entirely of layered extensions. While the protein extensions themselves do
not contain any tertiary structure, interactions between different extensions can
form large new structures on the mitoribosome. These are typically intricate
helical bundles formed from extensions of two or more proteins as seen in the
region following the T.t. mRNA exit channel or in the P.m. back protuberance.
For T.t, extensions from mS23 and a T.t. lineage-specific protein mS78 together
form a flat platform bridging the gap between the SSU body and head, as
illustrated for T.t. and P.m. in Figure 21 . In P.m, extensions from a fragmented
uS4m extend away from the body and together with further extensions from
mS45 form the basis for a new back protuberance. This new structure allows for
the binding of additional P.m. lineage-specific proteins which, in turn, develop
further extensions, adding more mass and structure to the back protuberance. As
such, protein extensions support both the formation of further protein extensions
as well as the recruitment of new proteins onto the ribosome.
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Figure 19: Representative enzymes on the T. thermophila mitoribosome
Left to right: Proteins with enzymatically active homologs present in the
T. tetrahymena (top) mitoribosome together with soluble orthologs from H. sapiens
(bottom), colored by conservation. mS47 orthologous to 3hydroxyisobutyrylCoA
isomerase (HIBCH, PDBid: 3BPT), bound 5’ rRNA colocalises with COA purine group.
mL107 orthologous to soluble mitoNEET171 (PDBid: 6AVJ). mS93 likely orthologous to
an MTERF family protein and showing highest sequence similarity with MTERF1172

(PDBid: 5CKY). T.t. rRNA binding mode differs from H.s. DNA binding in MTERF1.

Figure 20: Partial conservation of mitochondrial protein extensions
Superimposition of uL24m from representative structures, colored by chain, onto the
bacterial core of E. coli L24 in white. Left panel showing Cterminal extensions while
hiding Nterminal. Right panel shows Nterminal extensions. Cterminal region
demonstrates accretive property of expansions. Regions proximal to the bacterial
fold are more conserved between mitochondrial representatives than distal regions.
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Chapter VI: An integrated perspective on the
evolution of the mitochondrial ribosome

While the great variation of mitoribosomes is evident, how do we interpret
this from an evolutionary perspective? In other words, through what
mechanisms has this diversity been generated and under which pressures is
the fixation and proliferation of such features probable?

Protein entrenchment and complexity ratchets
The two main sources of architectural innovation in mitoribosomes both stem
from their protein content. The first is the recruitment of additional lineage-
specific ribosomal proteins, including homologs of soluble mitochondrial proteins
and enzymes. The second is protein extensions, accretive additions of long
stretches of amino acids to existing subunit termini. Together the new lineage-
specific proteins and extensions form large new protuberances adding to the
disparate architecture of mitoribosomal structures.

Figure 21: Composition of mitoribosomal protuberances
Accretive layering of protein extensions come together to form large protuberances
on the surface of the mitoribosomal small subunit. Proteins colored by conservation,
lightness varied for clarity and overlaid on a surface representation of the respective
ribosomes. Unmodeled flexible regions joined by dashed lines. Left: Composition of
T. thermophila SSU body protuberance formed by helical extensions from lineage
specific mS78 and mitochondrial mS23. Right: Composition of P. magna SSU body
protuberance formed by helical extensions from bacterial, mitochondrial and
lineagespecific protein extensions. Lineagespecific proteins mS108 and 116 are
located entirely within the new protuberance.
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While both intricate and extensive, the gradual recruitment of protein onto the
surface of the ribosomes can be explained through a neutral hydrophobic protein
ratchet. By utilising several ideas from the theory of constructive neutral
evolution139–141, Hochberg et al. recently demonstrated the role of hydrophobic
entrenchment in the development of protein multimerization142. They present the
idea that interfaces between soluble protein monomers can develop through a non-
adaptive process driven by a universal mutational bias for hydrophobic substitutions.
Through such a process a protein interface would gradually transition from
electrostatic to hydrophobic as mutations accumulate across an originally electrostatic
interface. Once hydrophobic, the surface is then referred to as entrenched, as the
hydrophobic mutation bias makes the reverse process unlikely. Furthermore, the
introduction of any hydrophilic reverse mutation into the entrenched interface is
energetically unfavourable as it lowers the stability of the hydrophobic interface. The
forward mutational pressure together with the fitness loss imposed by the inverse
process in tandem drives the hydrophobic ratchet.

A process similar to hydrophobic ratcheting could also be responsible for the binding
of additional proteins onto the mitoribosomal surface. In addition, as mutation rates
for mitochondrial proteins are high and protein extensions continuously proliferate,
the surface of the mitoribosome is rapidly changing its electrostatic properties. This
variation combined with the large surface area of mitoribosomes allows for soluble
proteins to, over the course of evolution, sample a greater variety of initial binding
sites, promoting the ratcheting process. Based on this hypothesis, it is no surprise that
the majority of proteins bound to the ribosome are rRNA binding HEATs and
enzymes involved in mitochondrial metabolism. HEAT folds are extensively
associated with rRNA during synthesis and folding, remaining in direct contact with
the ribosomal surface and are therefore more likely to entrench. Proteins involved in
beta oxidation and iron sulphur cluster biogenesis are abundant in mitochondria and
their higher concentration also increases the relative likelihood for entrenchment. This
process of entrenchment is also self-promoting as entrenched proteins expand the
possible binding surface and are, in turn, able to generate additional protein
extensions, further accelerating the entrenchment process.

The hydrophobic ratchet is promoted by the existence of protein extensions but does
not explain the origins of the extensions themselves. However, just as extensions
contribute to the process of entrenchment they also themselves become entrenched by
the proteins recruited. As the entrenched extensions directly contribute to the
stability of the binding interface of recruited proteins, any subsequent deletion of
the now integral protein extension is unfavourable unless the peripherally bound
protein is removed prior. This process is unlikely as it first requires the reversal of
the entrenchment process, followed by truncation of the extension itself. In this
manner, the proliferation of extensions could proceed via a more traditional
neutral complexity ratchet.
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rRNA reduction pressures and mechanisms
In attempting to understand the mechanisms behind rRNA reductions it is
necessary to note that structural features of rRNA are tightly linked with their
equivalent genes. This is perhaps obvious; however, since no translation is
required, there is a much tighter coupling between rRNA structures and their
genes than for proteins. Any and all genomic rearrangements within rRNA genes
will thus have an immediate effect on rRNA structure. Because of this the
general features of mitoribosomal rRNA evolution also mirror those of
mitogenomes, with global reductions, local expansions and fragmentation.
Naturally, any such change would need to preserve both rRNA function and be
compatible with preexisting folding and assembly pathways. It is therefore not
surprising to see a structural convergence between ribosomal rRNA reductions, as
the vast majority of deletions would likely be incompatible with either of these
criteria. Due to this close link, questions regarding the development of truncated
rRNA become directly linked with the mechanisms of genome reduction. This
close link between the mitoribosome and mitogenome raises the immediate
question; does there exist any correlation between mitogenome length and rRNA
size?

Based on the currently investigated organisms there does seem to exist a tentative
correlation between genome size and rRNA length. The most reduced rRNAs
from H.s, P.m. and T.b, are encoded in genomes smaller than 25 kB while the
larger and more bacterial rRNAs from T.t. and S.c. are transcribed from genomes
of 45 and ~80 kB respectively. A more rigorous comparison of all the
13600 mitogenomes currently deposited in the NCBI Genome database
(ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/) shows this trend to have further nuance,
as demonstrated by Figure 22.

Figure 22: Correlation between rRNA lengths and genome sizes
Scatter plot of 13600 mitogenomes sizes and their corresponding encoded rRNA
lengths. Positions of representative structures indicated by outlined points. For
fragmented rRNAs the individual chains are shown as lighter shaded points with the
sum of their lengths indicated as fully coloured points. Sizes of the ancestral
bacterial subunits shown as dashed lines. For genomes smaller than 20 kB there is a
linear relationship between maximum rRNA length and genome size indicated by
two sloped lines fitted though the 95th percentile of LSUs and SSUs respectively.
Slope coefficients (k) correspond to the maximal fraction of genomes constituted by
rRNA genes. For genomes larger than 20kB rRNA length appears independent of
genome size. Average rRNA lengths in genomes greater than 25 kB in size are on
average 10 % shorter than bacteria, corresponding well with universally deleted
rRNA.
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For genomes smaller than 20 kB there appears to exist a strict, genome size
dependent, upper bound for rRNA size. As such, the LSU and SSU rRNAs for
small genomes rarely exceed 30 and 8 % of the total genome size respectively.
For larger genomes the mitochondrial rRNAs are, on average, only slightly
reduced compared to the bacterial ancestor and show no obvious dependence on
genome size. For the larger genomes there is also a significant increase in size
variance both for the LSU and SSU, indicating the possibility of ES fixation
primarily in larger genomes. The presence of an rRNA upper size limit is not
unexpected, given the necessity for the mitogenomes to encode other essential
genes. At some critical point, dictated by the coding capacity of the genome,
reductions would inevitably have to occur within rRNA coding regions and cause
structural changes. However, the general lack of reduction in larger genomes is
surprising and suggests that a limited genome capacity might be the primary,
potentially only, driving force for rRNA reductions in mitochondria.

It is possible that consistent reductions in rRNA only occur once the genome size
reaches a certain threshold; however, this does not explain the origin of the
genomic reductions themselves. It should be mentioned that the process of EGT,
previously highlighted as a cause of genome reduction, should not be associated
with rRNA reduction. EGT promotes degradation and loss of whole genes
following redundancy generated by an initial gene transfer to the nucleus. This
process is therefore distinctly different from the progressive reductions within the
rRNA genes. The question remains what pressures beyond EGT could exist to
ensure overall genome reduction.

Given the unique environment in the mitochondrial matrix, an intuitive
explanation for the reductive pressures could relate to the energetic costs of
genome synthesis and expression. Despite the mitochondrion being the primary
energy producing organelle, both the absolute ATP concentration and the
ATP/ADP ratio are kept low in order to ensure directionality of ATP synthesis143.
Additionally, assuming a human model of polycistronic transcription, the
synthesis of a single RNA transcript requires transcription of the entire
mitogenome. Together these two effects should make the relative cost for both
genome upkeep and expression higher in mitochondria than in the nucleus,
potentially making genome size reductions directly beneficial and imposing a
reductive pressure on the mitoribosomal RNA.

While intuitive, such a model would necessarily impose similar, if not stronger,
reductive pressures on maintaining an efficient genomic architecture. This does
not appear to be true in general.
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As evidenced by the rich biology of mitogenomes in Kinetoplastida and
Diplonemida, or in the large actively recombining genomes of plants there
appears to exist, at least on the genomic level, some leeway for energy
expenditure. Viewed from such a perspective, the energetic argument seems less
likely but is in principle not invalidated. Perhaps the energetic budget is simply
different enough between organisms to allow the development of these intricate
genomic features in certain lineages while imposing stricter constraints in others?

Another possible origin for the drive towards reduction could rely on the same
mechanisms that generate genomic diversity. As outlined in the last section of
chapter III, investigations of the mechanisms driving genome variance in plants
indicate improper genetic repair and recombination as drivers of diversity. It has
been proposed that DNA lesions from oxidative stress primarily cause stalling or
disassociation of replication/recombination forks. The subsequent rescue of these
forks is especially error-prone in mitochondria, leading to insertions, deletions
and loss of synteny101 ,109. There is currently no reason to assume that genomic
insertions and deletions by such processes are equally probable, or that the
resulting genomic insertions and deletions are of equal length distributions.
Specifically in the genome examples from Tracheophyta it seems that, in most
phyla, there is a net bias for genome insertions as evidenced by the proliferation
of extensive repetitive elements. This presents the possibility that if genomic
truncations are instead more probable than insertions, this process could impose a
continuous reductive pressure on the mitogenome. In such a scenario the ongoing
reductions, the main driving force of rRNA evolution, is the result of a non-
adaptive pressure arising from skewed probabilities of the chemical reactions
governing genetic repair. Tentative evidence for this deletion bias has been
observed in the propagation of selfish mitogenome variants in Drosophila

whereupon populations undergoing serial population bottlenecks exclusively
developed heteroplasmic genomes with reduced sizes144. This observation
correlates well with the reductive pressures for Metazoan mitochondria, although
more data from a wide range of phyla would be needed to draw a definitive
conclusion.
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Expansions, fragmentations and the convergent evolution of
ribosomes
The genomic variation generated by erroneous repair systems could in principle
also explain the presence of expansion segments. Just as for reductions, any
erroneous insertion of genetic material into the rRNA gene will present a direct
structural feature. This idea also correlates well with the structural observations
where A.t, S.c, and N.c, the organisms with the most prominent ESs, also contain
the least dense genomes among the investigated species. Based on this rationale,
the convergence of ESs between mitochondrial and cytosolic ribosomes is not
surprising but rather the result of structural constraints in a similar manner as for
reductions. The constraints for expansions are more strict than for reductions
however, as they introduce, rather than remove, material from the ribosome. This
results in direct steric limitations excluding the development of ESs in regions of
the subunit interface, and membrane planes.

One conceptual problem with the generation of ESs via erroneous repair is that
regions inserted in such a way would be unlikely to form proper helical base
pairing, a general feature of ESs. However, the introduction of an expansion
segment without base pairing would have a significant impact on the initial stages
of rRNA folding and assembly. The process of mitoribosomal assembly is an area
of ongoing study145 and many processes remain uncharacterised. In general
however, the early co-transcriptional process of ribosome assembly146 seems to
be conserved with the cytosol. This is important as it implies that distal helices,
with base pairs close in the primary sequence, would fold prior to proximal
helices which require more long range interactions. In such a system the
introduction of an intervening sequence, such as an unpaired expansion segment,
into a distal helix would increase the entropy of the unfolded state and lower the
local rate of folding. This issue would be resolved by the development of proper
base pairing of the expansion segment, which in turn provides a selective pressure
for helical formation, assuming the initial insertion is not lethal. This conceptual
tolerance for base pairing insertions has been demonstrated experimentally in E.

coli through transposition-mediated random rRNA insertions147. The artificial
rRNA expansions introduced in this manner consisted of short (~30 nt) helical
elements and imposed only minor growth defects and colocalised extensively with
the positions of Eukaryotic expansion segments.

Taken together, a mechanism for genomic variation, as studied in the
mitogenome of plants, could serve well as a working model for the generation of
both rRNA reductions and expansions. The same model could also conceptually
generate genetic rRNA fragmentation via illegitimate recombination. A
conceptually more difficult feature to reconcile using this model would be the
circular permutation of the P. magna LSU domain I.
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Circular permutations have been observed to play a central role in the
development of novel protein folds with the proposed mechanisms closely
resembling processes present in mitochondria. Examples include circular
permutations in the homologous proteins of saposin and swaposin or ribosomal
proteins uL33 and eL42148,149. In these cases, the process of permutation is
presented as a result of a tandem gene duplication followed by partial reduction,
illustrated conceptually in Figure 23. This process is compatible with the
observations of prevalent gene duplications in mitochondria and the universally
observed reductive pressure on the mitogenome. The same process would also be
able to generate the unpermuted gene fragments through uneven reduction of
tandem duplications.

Figure 23: Duplications and reductions produce permuted fragments
Top to bottom: Conceptual process of rRNA fragmentation and permutation through
an initial duplication of an ancestral feature. Subsequent reductions yield either
rRNA fragments or, in rare cases, permutations of the original feature.

Figure 24: Architectures or rRNA genes in P. magna and E. gracilis
Top: Architecture of the nucleolar organising region of the E.gracilis nuclear genome
illustrating the sequential ordering of its fragments.
Bottom: Gene order in the simplified mitogenome of P. magna with a scrambled
gene order and coding directionality. Fragments to scale. Intervening regions not to
scale. For a more accurate representation of the mitogenome architecture of P.
magna see Figure 8.
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Together with expansions, rRNA fragmentations appear to develop in a
convergent manner between mitochondrial and cytosolic ribosomes, as evidenced
by fragmentation colocaliasation in the Chlorophycean and Apicomplexan

mitochondria and Euglenida and Kinetoplastea cytosol. From a structural
perspective this is once again not unexpected as the structural similarity between
ribosomes imposes similar constraints on folding, assembly and function.
However, from a genomic perspective the architecture of cytosolic and
mitochondrial rRNAs differ significantly. In Eukaryotes, the nuclear rRNA genes
are organised in stretches of tens to hundreds of repeated nucleolar organiser
regions, each containing a set of ribosomal rRNAs150. In Euglenozoa however, the
architecture of nuclear rRNAs is more elaborate. The rRNA genes of the
Kinetoplastea T. brucei contains seven internally transcribed spacers (ITS), which
when post-transcriptionally cleaved liberates the mature rRNA fragments observed
in the mature cytosolic ribosome124,151. In the Euglenida E. gracilis, the rRNA
organisation is conceptually similar with the organiser region containing
13 ITSs, post-transcriptionally liberating 14 LSU fragments123. In contrast to other
systems, the E. gracilis genome contains as little as a single nuclear encoded copy of
the organiser regions. The majority of rRNA copies are instead transcribed from
one of thousands of circular, extrachromosomal plasmids each housing a set of
rRNA genes152.

While striking, post-transcriptional fragmentation via cleavage of ITS sequences
would in principle be compatible with an Eukaryotic co-transcriptional rRNA
assembly process. As long as the internal spacers are positioned in distal regions of
rRNA they would, from a folding perspective, appear analogous to expansion
segments which, while potentially reducing the rate of assembly, would not
necessarily require alterations of a conserved assembly process. This ITS dependent
model does however not cover the cases of fragmentation in mitochondria. As
exemplified by the Chlorophycean P. magna the mitochondrial rRNA fragments
can be both non-contiguous and encoded across both strands of the genome, see
Figure 24. This arrangement in conjunction with an assumed general post-
transcriptional cleavage of the genome transcripts appears to invalidate the
universal co-transcriptional model of assembly. Of further importance is that the
development of such a genomic fragmentation would be instantaneous on the
genetic level, leaving no time for the gradual development of an assembly pathway
compatible with a fragmented assembly. This in turn suggests a parsimonious
rRNA assembly pathway which is already compatible with limited fragmentation,
which is quite remarkable. As such, the requirements for the development of
rRNA fragmentation are likely much stricter than for reductions and expansions
rationalising the convergence seen not only between P. magna and P. falciparum

but also between E. gracilis and T. brucei. Finally, this compatibility of conserved
assembly pathways with fragmentation has been cited in support of the hypothesis
presented by Gray et al. suggesting a fragmented origin of the ribosome153.
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Chapter VII: Concluding remarks, open questions
and future perspectives
Over the past eight years information regarding the structures of mitoribosomes
has transitioned from sequence-based predictions of rRNA secondary structures
and proteomic analyses to full atomic models. This influx of knowledge has
provided a detailed insight into perhaps one of the most diverse and divergent
systems in biology. As it stands, structures from the ten observed mitoribosomes
cover large parts of the kingdom of Eukarya. However, due to the large variances
in both rRNA structures and lineage-specific proteins no current structure can be
considered representative outside of their immediate phyla, and as such, the
sampling of mitoribosomes is far from complete.

Despite this, I believe that the effect to which structural biology can be used to
probe the evolution of the mitoribosome is rapidly diminishing. This is of course
a very dangerous claim to make; although, while architecturally disparate, all
mitoribosomes have shown clear and concise trends even across large
evolutionary distances. While new structures will inevitably reveal new and
disparate assemblies, each stunning in their own regard, they are unlikely to show
any new conceptual trends. As such, the study of the evolution of the
mitoribosome shifts from an explorative phase of hypothesis generation towards
consolidation and generalisation of the current knowledge. Therefore I briefly
outline here, in no particular order, some of the questions I believe this work
indicates as worthy of further study.

What are the drivers of genome diversity in mitochondria?
Currently the greatest conceptual challenge relates to reconciling mitogenome
diversity under a single framework. If we are able to understand the origins of the
architectural features observed in mitogenomes this would, in turn, have an
immediate impact on our understanding of both the evolution of the ribosomal
RNA and the ribosome as a whole.

If, as suggested in plants, mitochondrial genomic divergence is directly driven by
erroneous genetic upkeep and repair, the conservation and expression of the
proteins involved in mitogenome maintenance become central for our
understanding of ribosomal evolution. Along these lines a thorough investigation
of the conservation of proteins involved in mitogenome replication and repair
might suggest causative agents for divergence. Additionally, mitochondrial
metagenomics, with the ability to reveal fine details of local variation across
mitogenomes, would likely be invaluable. A more targeted metagenomics
approach could serve to highlight the extent of mitochondrial heteroplasmy and
suggest distinct molecular mechanisms behind genomic divergence.
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By what means do ribosomal protein extensions proliferate?
Another interesting avenue for further investigation relates to the nature of
accretive protein extension and protein recruitment onto the mitoribosome. While
terminal protein extensions are present in all mitoribosomes, their rate of
accumulation seems to vary greatly between phyla. Furthermore, they are only
present to a limited extent in cytosolic ribosomes and chloroplasts, indicating
possible mitochondria specific drivers. Here, a wide comparative sequence-based
approach would be warranted. Investigating and modelling the biophysical
properties of terminal extensions across phyla could hopefully shed more light on
the nature of their development as well as their relation to the development of the
ribosomes.

Excluded topics
Due to the finite scope of this thesis there are several interesting topics left
undiscussed. These were omitted due to constraints on either time or space, or
due to the fact that they did not contribute towards the provided discussion. I
would nevertheless like to cover a few such topics if brief.

Primarily, while not actively discussed in this thesis, the current structures of
mitoribosomes have revealed several potential adaptations to their specialised role
in translation. The consistent remodelling of tRNA binding sites, the mRNA
entrance, exit tunnel and associated vestibular area all indicate consistent and
potentially adaptive changes to translation in mitochondria, some of which have
been discussed in the related structural publications. Here my Paper I and II have
contributed the discovery of structural remnants of a signal recognition particle
mediated co-translational insertion system, relevant for ribosome targeting to the
membrane, in both Ciliophora and Chlorophycea. To properly investigate these
topics further study is needed not only of the conservation of these features, but
also direct biochemical characterisation of their possible effects on mitochondrial
translation.

On the genomic level, two common features of mitogenomes were left out of the
main overview due to a general lack of understanding of the roles they play in the
evolution of the mitoribosome. The first feature is the presence of linear genomes
in where, for many species like T. thermophila, the mitogenome is not circular
but linear, sometimes with unique or strange capping structures. This linearity
can develop rapidly or even coexist within the same species155. It is a somewhat
overlooked yet striking feature which would need to be reconciled by any
framework of mitogenome evolution. The second feature is the prevalence of
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highly biased nucleotide compositions in the mitogenomes. Most common is a
weak adenine/thymine bias which is present in most mitogenomes. However,
these biases seem to correlate with drastic genome alterations, as evidenced by
both Arthropoda and Apicomplexans having among the strongest A/T biases.
Additionally, G/C rich genomes are apparently rarer, with only a few examples
known in plants156. The question remains whether this general bias is also present
in the rRNA genes, their distribution across ribosomal rRNAs and their
connection to ribosome evolution.

Finally, to what extent do the features observed for ribosomal rRNA evolution
generalise to other rRNA/protein complexes? If features and trends of ribosomal
evolution apply to other well studied complexes such as the Eukaryotic
spliceosome157 or RNAse-P158, perhaps studying the origins and development of
these complexes could shed further light on the evolution of the ribosome.
RNAse-P is of special interest as it is one of the few components of extant
biology which could rival the ribosome in age if not in structural conservation153.
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Summary of papers
The mitochondrial ribosome from the ciliate T. thermophila
Following the publication of the Homo sapiens and Saccharomyces cerevisiae

mitoribosomes111–113, the large variation between the structures prompted a flurry
of investigation. While the diversity of mitoribosomes was well known prior to these
publications, seeing their striking disparity in structural detail raised many further
questions. Initially these were centred on the functional aspects of translation
specialisation in mitochondria and specifically the structural adaptations of translation
in a system exclusively synthesising hydrophobic membrane proteins. As both the
structures present at the time synthesised almost exclusively membrane proteins, a
reference mitoribosome with a more varied synthesis capacity was warranted. A
promising target lay in the mitochondria of the ciliate Tetrahymena thermophila. As a
model organism easily propagated in the lab environment and with a mitogenome
containing equal parts soluble and membrane proteins, T. thermophila was a prime
target.

Utilising cryo electron microscopy I subsequently calculated a 3.6 Å reconstruction of
the first mitoribosome outside Opistokonta. From this map I could then identify and
model 94 unique protein chains, the largest structure of a ribosome at the time. The
resulting rRNA and protein models were described in paper I. They presented a
mitoribosome with an rRNA and protein composition more similar to the bacterial
ancestor than to the previously published Opistokontan representatives. Despite this
similarity, the overall architecture was entirely disparate from any previous ribosome,
primarily exhibiting a prominent back protuberance of ~ 700 kDa. The structure also
provided some adaptational insight into its role as a more general translation system
capable of soluble protein synthesis. The protein mL105 was suggested to be
homologous to the bacterial signal recognition particle targeting protein FFH159. As
opposed to its ancestor, mL105 had become tethered to the ribosomal exit tunnel.
This was presented as a possible intermediate between a bacterial SRP mediated
cotranslational insertion system and the Bilaterian membrane tethered system160.

From an evolutionary perspective, the structure of the T. thermophila mitoribosome
provided the first indications of the role that expansion segments and lineage-specific
proteins played in the development of ribosomal protuberances. It also provided
several observations of protein with detectable enzyme homologies illustrating the
entrenchment process. As the largest mitoribosome with bacterial-like rRNA it also
challenged the notion of protein accumulation as a mechanism for rRNA
compensation. Finally, the T. thermophila structure contained the first structural
observation of fragmentation on the mitoribosome, both in the rRNA of the LSU
and SSU, and in the protein uS3m.
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The fragmented mitochondrial ribosome from P. magna
The observation of both fragmented rRNA and protein in the mitoribosome of
T. thermophila warranted further investigation of this structural trend. I therefore
began searching the NCBI databases for a mitogenome that was predicted to
contain further fragmented rRNA. The discovery of the Chlorophycean

Polytomella magna was fortunate for several reasons. Primarily, it contained
highly fragmented rRNA for both the large and small subunits. In addition to this
it was not closely related to any other mitoribosomes for which structures were
published, a list which at the time had expanded to include T. brucei and A.

thaliana. Furthermore, P. magna has been studied recently with a publication of its
ATP synthase structure161 demonstrating the feasibility of its culture and
mitochondrial purification for structural investigations.

For the purification of mitoribosomes from P. magna the mitochondrial
solubilisation conditions proved important. In previous studies the strong detergent
Triton X-100 was typically utilised and was evidently sufficient for the isolation of
mitoribosomes from several species. For P. magna, such conditions caused
extensive loss of sample due to aggregation. The transition to solubilisation in
digitonin, as routinely done in the lab for ATP synthase, was essential for obtaining
a sufficient amount of sample for cryo electron microscopy. Following initial data
collection and volume reconstruction, a nebulous density with roughly the size and
shape of the mitochondrial translocon OXA1 was observed, rationalising the need
for proper solubilisation. The process of model building posed an additional
challenge as no deposited sequence data was available for P. magna. Here my
student Ieva Berzina provided ample help in assembling a draft genome from the
NCBI SRA data, thus making accurate sequence assignment possible.

The P. magna structure presented in paper III revealed the first extensively
fragmented mitoribosomal rRNA structure, presenting extensive fragmentation in
both rRNAs and proteins and suggesting a putative link between the two.
Despite the highly divergent rRNA displayed, the protein composition was highly
bacterial with relatively few lineage-specific additions. The lineage-specific proteins
were found to be predominantly rRNA-binding HEAT proteins which did not
directly interact with the fragmented regions themselves. This highlighted the
possibility of extensive rRNA remodelling without lateral protein stabilisation and
suggested a parsimonious assembly path compatible with rRNA fragmentation.
Two new protuberances on the back of the small subunit provided further support
for the role of expansion segments and protein entrenchment in the generation of
new ribosomal domains. Finally, and surprisingly, another observation of the FFH
homologous protein mL105 was made near the ribosomal exit tunnel, further
supporting its role in mediating co-translational protein insertion.
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A large subunit assembly intermediate from T. brucei
Parallel to the general evolution and origin of the mitoribosome, a secondary
initiative had been made for investigating the structures of human parasites.
These included the P. falciparum, T. brucei and L. tarentolae. As both medically
relevant, and with mitoribosomes known to be extremely divergent, they
presented interesting drug targets if structures could be obtained. These were
difficult projects led by Shintaro Aibara during the time in which I first joined
the lab of Alexey Amunts. Eventually a heterogenous mixture of assembly
intermediates, mature subunits and mitochondrial monosomes were able to be
isolated from T. brucei. Further prolonged and intricate processing of the electron
microscopy data led to a series of volume reconstructions representing assembly
intermediates of the T. brucei LSU.

Due to the richness of the data and the amount of macromolecular structures
present the work of modelling and interpretation required additional help.
Together with help from Rozbeh Baradaran, I modelled, refined and interpreted
one such assembly intermediate. This formed the bases for paper III which
illustrates the extensive process of mitoribosomal assembly.

The structure revealed a mid to late stage assembly intermediate of the large
subunit with 22 assembly factors and distal regions such as the central
protuberance, L1 , and L7/L12 stalks in various stages of assembly. Of the 22
factors we were able to identify seven as conserved homologs of characterised
bacterial or mitochondrial factors and propose putative functions for them.
We were also able to extend our analysis and show the conservation of some of
these factors in humans. Together the data illustrated the complex process of
mitoribosome assembly, including both conserved and novel elements.
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An sequencebased approach towards mitoribosomal
phylogeny
The structures of mitoribosomes have provided a wealth of information regarding
the mechanisms and pressures which guide their evolution. However, this richness
of data comes at the cost of time and specificity as structural elucidation is both
costly, laborious and highly targeted. In order to gain an unbiased understanding
of the evolution of the mitoribosome a wider sampling of mitoribosomal variance
is required. Due to the broad scope this work cannot be conducted structurally
but must utilise the wealth of sequence information present in order to rigorously
answer several hypotheses presented by the structures. These include the
phylogeny of lineage-specific proteins, the gradual development of protein
extensions and presence and distributions of fragmented proteins on the
ribosome.

To answer these questions, I proposed to identify as many homologs of known
mitoribosomal proteins as possible across Eukaryotes. Working towards this goal,
and with the help of Claudia Alvarez Carreno, we have curated a database with
sequence information from typically poorly sampled phyla. In addition, we have
created a pipeline for assigning mitoribosomal protein homologs across
Eukaryotes. While still preliminary, I present a manuscript containing a
description of the database and pipeline as well as an evaluation of preliminary
data in paper IV.
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Sammanfattning
De flesta definitionerna för liv inefattar åtminstone en begränsad fortplantning
eller reproduktion av organismen ifråga. För allt liv som mänskligheten känner till
kräver denna reproduktion därtill tusentals unika processer som samlar, omsätter
och organiserar de aminosyror, fetter och kolhydrater som utgör den levande
cellen. I stort sett alla dessa processer kräver specifika proteiner med unika
former och strukturer. På gund av detta kan den levande cellen definieras av de
proteiner som utgör den, och är i sin tur direkt beroende av dem. Därför är den
fortsatta produktionen av dessa proteiner eller proteinsyntesen, en av de mest
grundläggande processerna i en cell. I alla levande celler sköts proteinsyntes av
ribosomen, ett unikt proteinkomplex bestående av både RNA och många
individuella proteiner. På grund av detta så är var och en av de processer som
utgör livet direkt beroende av ribosomer.

En uråldrig fråga är hur den levande världen omkring oss har uppstått. Sedan
biologisk evolution stiftades som koncept har den frågan omformulerats till hur de
organismer vi ser omkring oss har utvecklats och genom vilka processer detta har
skett. Specifikt inom de molekylära livsvetenskaperna så ställs oftast frågan hur
proteiners molekylära strukturer och funktioner har utvecklats. Då ribosomen är
direkt relevant för denna process så är i sin tur frågan kring ribosomens uppkomst
och utveckling enormt central.

Denna avhandling undersöker frågor kring den mitokondriella ribosomens
uppkomst och utveckling, från dess struktur innan bakteriers uppkomst, till
dagens människa. På ett liknande sätt som jämförelser av anatomiska likheter och
skillnader har lett till en förståelse kring naturligt urval hos djur så jämförs
strukturerna från ett flertal mitokondriella ribosomer i ett försök att studera de
underliggande principer som har skapat dem. I de medföljande bilagorna
presenteras strukturer av mitokondriella ribosomer från djurplanktonet
Tetrahymena thermophila, grönalgen Polytomella magna och den mänskliga
parasiten Trypanosoma brucei. Utöver detta så presenteras ett försök att
genomföra en bredare komparativ studie av samtliga proteiner som utgör
mitokondriella ribosomer.
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Appendix 1: Secondary structure diagram of the E. coli LSU rRNA
Schematic representation of the helical arrangement in the E. coli LSU rRNA drawn
using data from the Ribovision web server174. Contiguous helical elements
represented by parallel lines, loops indicated by curved segments. Helical lengths
are partially conserved while the length of loop elements are not. Numbering
corresponds to helical numbering as per Maly and Brimacrome 120. Ribosomal
domains indicated by shades of grey.

Graphical Appendix
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Appendix 2: Secondary structure diagram of the E. coli SSU rRNA
Schematic representation of the helical arrangement in the E. coli SSU rRNA drawn
using data from the Ribovision web server174. Contiguous helical elements
represented by parallel lines, loops indicated by curved segments. Helical lengths
are partially conserved while the length of loop elements are not. Numbering
corresponds to helical numbering as per Maly and Brimacrome 120. Ribosomal
domains indicated by shades of grey.
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Appendix 3: Overview of the mitoribosome of A. thaliana
Top: Cartoon representation of the mitochondrial ribosome from Arabidopsis
thaliana118 (PDBid: 6XYW). rRNA shown as a white surface, proteins colored by
conservation. Large rRNA extensions are visible forming part of the LSU domain III
and SSU head, bound by lineagespecific helical repeat proteins. Bottom: Secondary
structure diagram of the Arabidopsis thaliana mitoribosomal rRNA overlaid on the
structure of E. coli rRNA. Colored by chain. Structure is overall similar to bacterial
rRNA with the exception of three significant expansions, present in H56, h39 and h44.
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Appendix 4: Overview of the mitoribosome of T. thermophila
Top: Cartoon representation of the mitochondrial ribosome from Tetrahymena
thermophila115 (PDBid: 6Z1P). rRNA shown as a white surface, proteins colored by
conservation. Lineagespecific protein distribution is asymmetrical with a prominent
SSU back protuberance formed by recruitment of lineagespecific proteins. Bottom:
Secondary structure diagram of the Tetrahymena thermophila mitoribosomal rRNA
overlaid on the structure of E. coli rRNA. Colored by chain.
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Appendix 5: Overview of the mitoribosome of S. cereviciae
Top: Cartoon representation of the mitochondrial ribosome from Saccharomyces
cerevisiae113 (PDBid: 5MRC). RNA shown as a white surface, proteins colored by
conservation. Bottom: Secondary structure diagram of the Tetrahymena thermophila
mitoribosomal rRNA overlaid on the structure of E. coli rRNA. Prominent expansion
segments present across both subunits, separated from rRNA by dashed lines.
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Appendix 6: Overview of the mitoribosome of P. magna
Top: Cartoon representation of the mitochondrial ribosome from Polytomella magna
(manuscript in review) (PDBid: awaiting publication). RNA shown as a white surface,
proteins colored by conservation. Large proportion of lineagespecific proteins
constituted by helical repeat elements bound to the LSU. SSU protein addition is
primarily present in the form of protein extensions. Bottom: Secondary structure
diagram of the Polytomella magna mitoribosomal rRNA overlaid on the structure of
E. coli rRNA. Extensive fragmentation and reduction present in both LSU and SSU.
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Appendix 7: Overview of the mitoribosome of H. sapiens
Top: Cartoon representation of the mitochondrial ribosome from Homo sapiens111

(PDBid: 3J9M). RNA shown as a white surface, proteins colored by conservation.
Bottom: Secondary structure diagram of the Homo sapiens mitoribosomal rRNA
overlaid on the structure of E. coli rRNA. Significant reductions are present across all
rRNA domains.
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Appendix 8: Overview the mitoribosome of T. brucei
Top: Cartoon representation of the mitochondrial ribosome from Trypanosoma
brucei116 (PDBid: 6HIV). RNA shown as a white surface, proteins colored by
conservation. Most extensive recruitment of lineagespecific proteins among
structural examples. Bottom: Secondary structure diagram of the Trypanosoma
brucei mitoribosomal rRNA overlaid on the structure of E. coli rRNA. rRNA represents
the most reduced state in species for which structural information is present.
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Appendix 9: The Eukaryotic tree of life
Schematic overview of the Eukaryotic tree of life, adapted from Gabaldón173 2021.
Phyla of structural representatives indicated, ordered by rRNA conservation relative
bacteria.
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